


QUERIDOS JÓVENES:

Siempre he pensado que la juventud constituye una de las etapas más importantes en el desarrollo del 
ser humano; es la edad donde forjamos el carácter y visualizamos los más claros anhelos para nuestra 
vida adulta. Por eso, desde que soñé con dirigir los destinos de nuestro estado, me propuse hacer 
acciones concretas y contundentes para contribuir al pleno desarrollo de nuestros jóvenes sonorenses.

Hoy, al encontrarme en el ejercicio de mis facultades como Gobernadora Constitucional del Estado de 
Sonora, he retomado los compromisos que contraje con ustedes, sus padres y –en general con las y los 
sonorenses– cuando les solicité su confianza para gobernar este bello y gran estado. Particularmente 
lucharé de manera incansable para que Sonora cuente con “Escuelas formadoras de jóvenes 
innovadores, cultos y con vocación para el deporte”. Este esfuerzo lo haré principalmente de la mano 
de sus padres y sus maestros, pero también con la participación de importantes actores que 
contribuirán a su formación; estoy segura que juntos habremos de lograr que ustedes, quienes 
constituyen la razón de todo lo que acometamos, alcancen sus más acariciados sueños al realizarse 
exitosamente en su vida académica, profesional, laboral, social y personal.

Este módulo de aprendizaje que pone en sus manos el Colegio de Bachilleres del Estado de 
Sonora, constituye sólo una muestra del arduo trabajo que realizan nuestros profesores para 
fortalecer su estudio; aunado a lo anterior, esta Administración 2015-2021 habrá de 
caracterizarse por apoyar con gran ahínco el compromiso pactado con ustedes. Por tanto, mis 
sueños habrán de traducirse en acciones puntuales que vigoricen su  desarrollo humano, 
científico, físico y emocional, además de incidir en el manejo exitoso del idioma inglés y de las 
nuevas tecnologías de la información y la comunicación.  

Reciban mi afecto y felicitación; han escogido el mejor sendero para que Sonora sea más próspero: 
la educación.

LIC. CLAUDIA ARTEMIZA PAVLOVICH ARELLANO
GOBERNADORA CONSTITUCIONAL DEL ESTADO DE SONORA
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El Colegio de Bachilleres del Estado de Sonora (COBACH), desde la implementación de la Reforma Integral de 
la Educación Media Superior en 2007, de forma socialmente responsable, dio inicio a la adecuación de su Plan 
de estudios y a sus procesos de enseñanza aprendizaje y de evaluación para reforzar su modelo de Educación 
Basada en Competencias, y así lograr que pudieran sus jóvenes estudiantes desarrollar tanto las competencias 
genéricas como las disciplinares, en el marco del Sistema Nacional del Bachillerato.

Este modelo por competencias considera que, además de contar con conocimientos, es importante el uso que 
se hace de ellos en situaciones específicas de la vida personal, social y profesional. Dicho de otra forma, el ser 
competente se demuestra cuando, de forma voluntaria, se aplican dichos conocimientos a la resolución de 
situaciones personales o a la adquisición de nuevos conocimientos, habilidades y destrezas, lo que hace que se 
refuerce la adquisición de nuevas competencias.

En ese sentido el COBACH, a través de sus docentes, reestructura la forma de sus contenidos curriculares y lo 
plasma en sus módulos de aprendizaje, para facilitar el desarrollo de competencias. En el caso del componente 
de Formación para el Trabajo, además de las competencias genéricas, fortalece el sentido de apreciación hacia 
procesos productivos, porque aunque el bachillerato que te encuentras cursando es general y te prepara para 
ir a la universidad, es importante el que aprendas un oficio y poseas una actitud positiva para desempeñarlo.

De tal forma que, este módulo de aprendizaje de la asignatura de Negotiating and decision making, es una 
herramienta valiosa porque con su contenido y estructura propiciará tu desarrollo como persona visionaria, 
competente e innovadora, características que se establecen en los objetivos de la Reforma Integral de Educación 
Media Superior.

El módulo de aprendizaje es uno de los apoyos didácticos que el COBACH te ofrece con la finalidad de garantizar 
la adecuada transmisión de saberes actualizados, acorde a las nuevas políticas educativas, además de lo que 
demandan los escenarios local, nacional e internacional. En cuanto a su estructura, el módulo se encuentra 
organizado en bloques de aprendizaje y secuencias didácticas. Una secuencia didáctica es un conjunto de 
actividades, organizadas en tres momentos: inicio, desarrollo y cierre.

En el inicio desarrollarás actividades que te permitirán identificar y recuperar las experiencias, los saberes, las 
preconcepciones y los conocimientos que ya has adquirido a través de tu formación, mismos que te ayudarán 
a abordar con facilidad el tema que se presenta en el desarrollo, donde realizarás actividades que introducen 
nuevos conocimientos dándote la oportunidad de contextualizarlos en situaciones de la vida cotidiana, con 
la finalidad de que tu aprendizaje sea significativo. Posteriormente se encuentra el momento de cierre de la 
secuencia didáctica, donde integrarás todos los saberes que realizaste en las actividades de inicio y desarrollo. 

En todas las actividades de los tres momentos se consideran los saberes conceptuales, procedimentales y 
actitudinales. De acuerdo a las características y del propósito de las actividades, éstas se desarrollan de forma 
individual, grupal o equipos.

Para el desarrollo de tus actividades deberás utilizar diversos recursos, desde material bibliográfico, videos, 
investigación de campo, etcétera; así como realizar actividades prácticas de forma individual o en equipo. 
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La retroalimentación de tus conocimientos es de suma importancia, de ahí que se te invita a participar de 
forma activa cuando el docente lo indique, de esta forma aclararás dudas o bien fortalecerás lo aprendido; 
además en este momento, el docente podrá tener una visión general del logro de los aprendizajes del grupo.

Recuerda que la evaluación en el enfoque en competencias es un proceso continuo, que permite recabar 
evidencias a través de tu trabajo, donde se tomarán en cuenta los tres saberes: conceptual, procedimental y 
actitudinal, con el propósito de que apoyado por tu maestro mejores el aprendizaje. Es necesario que realices 
la autoevaluación, este ejercicio permite que valores tu actuación y reconozcas tus posibilidades, limitaciones 
y cambios necesarios para mejorar tu aprendizaje.

Así también, es recomendable la coevaluación, proceso donde de manera conjunta valoran su actuación, con 
la finalidad de fomentar la participación, reflexión y crítica ante situaciones de sus aprendizajes, promoviendo 
las actitudes de responsabilidad e integración del grupo. 

Finalmente, se destaca que, en este modelo, tu principal contribución es que adoptes un rol activo y 
participativo para la construcción de tu propio conocimiento y el desarrollo de tus competencias, a través de 
lo que podrás dar la respuesta y la contextualización adecuadas para resolver los problemas del entorno a los 
que te enfrentes, ya sean personales o profesionales.
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Se trata de la evaluación que se realizará al inicio de cada 
secuencia didáctica y que te permitirá estar consciente de 
tus conocimientos acerca del tema que abordarás.

EVALUACIÓN DIAGNÓSTICA

Es la relación de palabras nuevas o de las cuales pudieras 
desconocer su significado. Es útil para conocer nuevos 
conceptos, ampliar tu vocabulario y comprender mejor 
las lecturas.

GLOSARIO

En este espacio realizarás una evaluación de tu propio 
trabajo, misma que deberá ser honesta para que puedas 
identificar los conocimientos que has adquirido y las 
habilidades que has desarrollado, así como las áreas que 
necesitas reforzar.

AUTOEVALUACIÓN

En este apartado encontrarás el espacio para calificar 
tu desempeño, que será por parte de tu profesor, tus 
compañeros (coevaluación) o tú mismo (autoevaluación).

EVALUACIÓN DE ACTIVIDADES

Durante el semestre, tu profesor te irá indicando qué 
evidencias (trabajos y ejercicios) debes ir resguardando 
para integrarlos en un portafolio, mismos que le 
entregarás cuando te lo indique, a través del cual te 
evaluará.

PORTAFOLIO DE EVIDENCIAS

Son reactivos que aparecen al final de un bloque, al 
realizarlos reforzarás los conocimientos adquiridos 
durante el bloque y desarrollarás tus habilidades.

REACTIVOS DE CIERRE

Esta actividad resume los conocimientos adquiridos 
durante un proceso, ya sea una secuencia didáctica, un 
bloque o lo visto en un semestre completo. Es la suma 
teórica y práctica de tus conocimientos y es útil para 
fortalecer tu aprendizaje.

ACTIVIDAD INTEGRADORA

Este tipo de evaluación se hace con uno o varios de tus 
compañeros, en ella tú los evalúas y ellos a ti. Les permite, 
además de valorar sus aprendizajes, colaborar y aprender 
unos de otros.

COEVALUACIÓN

Es el listado de referencias que utilizaron los profesores 
que elaboraron el módulo de aprendizaje, contiene la 
bibliografía, las páginas de internet de las cuales se tomó 
información, los vídeos y otras fuentes que nutrieron los 
contenidos. Te permite también ampliar la información 
que te proporcione tu profesor o la del módulo mismo.

REFERENCIAS

La rúbrica es una tabla que contiene niveles de logro 
o desempeño especificados en estándares mínimos 
y máximos de la calidad que deben tener los diversos 
elementos que componen un trabajo. Sirve como guía 
para saber qué debe contener un trabajo y cómo debe 
ser realizado. 

RÚBRICA DE EVALUACIÓN

El glosario icónico es la relación de figuras que encontrarás en diversas partes de tu módulo. Enseguida, se 
muestran junto con su definición, lo que te orientará sobre las actividades que deberás realizar durante el 
semestre en cada una de tus asignaturas.

ACTIVIDAD 1
SD1-B1

Con este gráfico identificarás la Actividad dentro del texto, 
incluyendo la indicación y especificando si debe realizarse 
de manera individual, en equipo o grupal.

Individual

Equipo Grupal
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“Una competencia es la integración de habilidades, conocimientos y actitudes en un contexto específico”. 

Para dar continuidad a los trabajos propuestos por la Dirección General de Bachillerato (DGB), en los 
programas de formación para el trabajo de la Capacitación de Inglés para Relaciones Laborales y con el 
propósito de responder a las necesidades de información que requieres como estudiante, el presente módulo 
de aprendizaje tiene como objetivo acercarte, en un solo documento, tanto a contenidos y elementos teóricos 
como a ejercicios y proyectos prácticos para dotarte de los conocimientos y competencias que hoy en día se 
requieren en el sector productivo y de servicios, y de esta manera, integrarte al mercado laboral conforme 
a las exigencias de la globalización, o bien, continuar con su formación profesional en una institución de 
educación superior.

En este contexto, tu módulo de aprendizaje fue rediseñado por docentes del Colegio de Bachilleres del Estado 
de Sonora, para lograr elaborar un documento que articulara los contenidos propuestos por la DGB para 
el componente de formación para el trabajo  con las Normas Técnicas de Competencia Laboral (NTCL), del 
Consejo de Normalización y Certificación de Competencia Laboral (CONOCER), dando como resultado este 
material acorde con las tendencias de las competencias laborales que demanda el empleo en Sonora y el país.

En cuanto a su estructura, el módulo de aprendizaje aporta los elementos necesarios para adquirir los 
conocimientos y desarrollar las habilidades, actitudes y valores en ti que, en conjunto, te hagan ser competente 
en un determinado oficio que los sectores productivo o de servicios demanden, y que se determinen con base 
en estándares nacionales e internacionales de calidad; te provee de herramientas para lograr que adquieras 
los conocimientos necesarios y nuevos; te apoya en tu crecimiento y desarrollo. Por otra parte, es también 
un instrumento de gran utilidad para los docentes que imparten la capacitación de Inglés para Relaciones 
Laborales, pues estandariza los contenidos en todos los planteles del Colegio.

En resumen, los módulos de la capacitación para el trabajo de Inglés para Relaciones Laborales, están diseñados 
para formarte en un proceso de mejora continua de calidad educativa, y de los elementos necesarios para 
que te dediques y desempeñes de forma óptima a un oficio o, si así lo decides, continúes una profesión.
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COMPETENCIAS PROFESIONALES DE EGRESO

Durante el proceso de formación de los dos módulos, el estudiante desarrollará las siguientes compe-
tencias profesionales, correspondientes a la capacitación de Inglés para Relaciones Laborales: 

1

2

3

4

5

6

Identifica y emplea diversos tipos de documentos oficiales para el intercambio 
de información en una empresa.

Emplea técnicas de lectura para una mejor comprensión de documentos  
oficiales y todo lo que esta requiera para un buen funcionamiento de ella.

Utiliza correctamente frases formales, para desenvolverse en el ámbito labo-
ral, y en situaciones diversas.

Utiliza sus habilidades auditivas y comunicativas para entablar conversaciones 
reales y por vía telefónica.

Analiza los diversos problemas que pueden ocurrir en el ámbito laboral y pro-
pone soluciones efectivas.

Demuestra sus conocimientos al desenvolverse efectivamente en una entre-
vista de trabajo.
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Successful Meetings 

Learning to Negotiate

Making Decisions

B1

B2

B3

‘
INGLES PARA 
RELACIONES 
LABORALES

Negotiating 
and decision

making

• Cross cultural 
differences in 
meetings 

• Planning a meeting

•  The art of 
negotiating 

• Collaborative 
negotiation

•  Making a decision



Objetos de aprendizaje

al finalizar el bloque
Competencias a desarrollar

 ■ El estudiante reconoce la importancia 
de las diferencias culturales en la comu-
nicación.  

 ■ El estudiante identifica los aspectos re-
levantes en las reglas de etiqueta en los 
negocios.  

 ■ El estudiante analiza los componentes 
de su propia cultura. 

 ■ El estudiante conoce los riesgos culturas 
en la mercadotecnia. 

 ■ El estudiante conoce la importancia de 
considerar diversos aspectos culturales 
en juntas de negocios. 

 ■ El estudiante emplea vocabulario de ne-
gocios. 

 ■ El estudiante conoce el proceso y ele-
mentos para la planeación de una junta 
de negocios.

 ■ El estudiante planea y diseña una junta 
de negocios. 

Tiempo asignado: 20 horas

 ■ Aspectos culturales en los negocios. 
 ■ Junta de negocios internacionales. 
 ■ Implicaciones culturales en juntas de 
negocios. 

 ■ Reglas de etiqueta en el mundo de los 
negocios.

 ■ Planeación de una junta de negocios. 
 ■ Diseño de una junta de negocios. 

 ■ Evalúa un texto mediante la compara-
ción de su contenido con el de otros, en 
función de sus conocimientos previos y 
nuevos.

 ■ Produce textos con base en el uso nor-
mativo de la lengua, considerando la in-
tención y situación comunicativa. 

 ■ Expresa ideas y conceptos en compo-
siciones coherentes y creativas, con in-
troducciones, desarrollo y conclusiones 
claras. 

 ■ Argumenta un punto de vista en público 
de manera precisa, coherente y creativa.

 ■ Se comunica en una lengua extranjera 
mediante un discurso lógico, oral o es-
crito, congruente con la situación comu-
nicativa.

 ■ Utiliza las tecnologías de la información 
y comunicación para investigar, resolver 
problemas, producir materiales y trans-
mitir información.

Desempeño del estudiante

Successful Meetings
BLOCK 1
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DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION

Individual activity. Choose the best answer. 

How much do you know about business etiquette? 
 
1. You pass a co-worker in the hallway and he asks “How are you?” You respond by:
a. Telling him that your back has been hurting you and you have a cold.
b. Saying “Fine, thanks.”
c. Explaining that you are tired and stressed out in your job.

2. A co-worker comes to your office to introduce you to a friend of his. You:
a. Smile and nod.
b. You stand up, establish eye contact, smile and shake his hand.
c. Wave and tell him how happy you are to meet him.
d. Give him a “high five.”

3. You have a meeting with a colleague from a different department scheduled for 10:00 a.m. You’ve spoken 
to the receptionist and you have been waiting outside the colleague’s office for a while and it is now 10:05. 
You want to make sure the person knows you’re there. You:
a. Peek your head in the doorway and say “Excuse me.”
b. Stand near the door where your colleague will see you.
c. Continue to sit and wait.
d. Enter the office confidently, introduce yourself and remind them you have a 10:00   
    a.m. meeting.

4. After a meeting with a contact, in order to express your thanks, it is appropriate to:
a. Send him/her a small box of chocolates with a note.
b. Drop by the office and give him/her a hot cup of coffee.
c. Send a dozen red roses to his/her home.
d. Send a thank you letter.

5. When meeting a contact of the opposite sex the man should wait for the woman to initiate the handshake.
a. True  b. False

6. When contacting with a business colleague by email you should:
a. Be as formal as if you were writing an actual letter on paper.
b. Be a little more informal to appear up-to-date with technology and the trend      
    towards a relaxed work atmosphere.
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7. It is acceptable to leave on your personal cellular phone during office hours and answer it when it rings.
a. True  b. False

8. A co-worker shares office gossip/rumors with you. You:
a. Thank him for telling you and pass the stories on.
b. Check out the facts with other employees.
c. Politely listen and keep the information to yourself.

ANSWERS 1.B, 2.B, 3.C, 4.D, 5.B, 6.A, 7.B, 8.C

Self-assessment
Check how well you can do these things.

I know… Very well OK A little
how to behave in business meetings.

facts about business etiquette. 

how to deal with difficult business situations. 

Final project presentation 
At the end of this block, you will be presenting a role play about business meetings.  
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Didactic Sequence 1
CROSS CULTURAL DIFFERENCES IN MEETINGS  

Start Up Activities

ACTIVITY 1
SD1-B1

Pair work. Part A. Choose a non English speaking country and complete the paragraph. 

You are on your first business trip to _______________. You board the flight and 

the cabin crew and passengers are all speaking _______________. You don’t 

understand a word. A ____________ sits next to you and greets you in excellent 

English. Over the next few hours you have a wonderful opportunity to find out 

about ________________ and its culture. What questions will you ask the friendly 

passenger at your side? 

Part B. Write down four questions about general culture in _______________, and four about business culture. 

General culture Business culture

1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Part C. Investigate the answers for the previous questions. 

General culture Business culture

1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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ACTIVITY 2
SD1-B1

Part A. Many books about multicultural management suggest that the world can be divided into three geogra-
phical groups:

1) North America    2) Europe, Latin America, Middle East     3) Japan, China, East Asia

Try to match the groups to the descriptions below. Write the number 1–3 in the box.

Company values

A)          Group harmony, long-term rela-
tionships, loyalty, company reputation. 
B)          Trust between individuals, com-
promise, personal reputation. People work 
to live. 
C)          Competition between individuals, 
achievement, action, risk-taking, direct-
ness, informality, innovation. People live to 
work. 

Meetings 

A)          Objective is to gather informa-
tion. Communication style is often “mo-
nologue-pause-monologue” rather than 
dialogue. Arguments are often indirect, and 
there are no sudden changes of viewpoint 
in meetings. Decisions are made by group 
consensus over a long time period. 
B)          Objective is to make a deal or deci-
sion. Communication style is direct, factual, 
informal and at times confrontational. Deci-
sions are based on facts, and are often made 
instantly in the meeting.  
C)          Objective is to establish relations-
hips, build understanding, clarify, and issue 
instructions. Communication style depends 
on national culture. Decisions are made by 
key individuals, outside the meeting. 

Business relationships

A)          Friendly and informal, but conti-
nuing personal relationship is not so impor-
tant. Much business is done over the phone. 
B)          Done on a group basis, although 
relationships based on mutual respect are 
important. Often there is an older authority 
figure who rarely appears but has ultimate 
power.   
C)          Personal relationships are very 
important. Some time is needed to build 
trust before business can begin. Preference 
for doing business face to face. 

Business relationships

A)          Complicated language may be 
used to show education. Audience expects 
formality and a logical structure, but a 
touch of imagination is also appreciated. 
May want a more personal “extra” talk 
afterwards where you tell them the “truth.” 
B)          Indirect, conservative langua-
ge. Audience appreciates a quiet, formal 
presentation with visual aids and lots of 
opportunity to ask questions and check 
understanding. They expect separate han-
douts, prepared for different people, by job 
function.  
C)          Direct, simple language. Audience 
expects jokes, modernity, logic, slogans, 
informality and a hard sell. Audience may 
ask questions or interrupt while someone is 
speaking, and will openly question incon-
sistent facts. 
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Part B. Answer the questions in pairs. 

1. Did you get the same answers as other people? If you did, does it mean the differences are real?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Does your own country match the description of its particular group? How is it different?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

3. How do individual countries in your geographical group differ from each other?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

4. In which ways is globalization making business more similar, reducing cultural differences? Which cultural 
differences remain strong, resisting the effects of globalization?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

5. Is globalization just a polite way of saying Americanization?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Retrieved from: In Company Upper intermediate Teacher’s Book. Macmillan Publishers Limited 2004
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Development Activities

ACTIVITY 3
SD1-B1

Part A. Describe the following components of your culture.

1) Dress code:

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

2) Gender roles:

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________
3) Social activities: 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

4) Meeting and greeting: 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

5) Gestures: 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

6) Dining etiquette: 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

7) Food and drink:

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

8) Language: 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________
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ACTIVITY 4
SD1-B1

9) Gifts: 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

10) Humor: 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Part B. Using the above information; compare it with a different culture. 

Similarities Differences

Answer the question. Then, read the following information. 

How can cultural differences affect business communication?

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________.
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Cultural aspects that influence business communication 

     In the business world, communication is essential for the successful execution of dai-
ly operations. When doing business with people of other cultures, it is considered vital 
to understand the cultural differences and overcoming language barriers. It is common 
that business deals are lost because the parties involved did not take the time to learn 
about others' cultures before interacting.

Customs
     It is important to consider the cultural differences that may be presented when doing 
business with a partner from another country. This includes basic customs, mannerisms 
and gestures. Understating customs may lead to being better liked by the customer, ul-
timately increasing the salesperson's opportunity to close the deal.

Language Barriers
     In some countries, like the United States and Germany, it is common for people to 
speak loudly and be more assertive or aggressive when sharing ideas or giving direction. 
However, in countries like Japan, people typically speak softly and are more passive 
about sharing ideas or making suggestions. Speaking in a neutral tone and making a 
conscious effort to be considerate of others' input can help foster effective business 
communication when interacting with people from different cultures. 

Target Audience
    Prior to beginning a marketing campaign for people of a different culture, always 
research the market. Levels of conservatism, gender views, and ideologies can vary 
greatly among cultures. Presenting a campaign that is not appropriate with the specific 
cultural norms can insult the target audience and greatly hinder the campaign. Being 
aware of cultural norms can also help your company narrow down the target audience.

Technology
     Even though technology enables easy connections with people around the world at 
any moment, there are a few rules to remember before doing so. If making an inter-
national phone or video conferencing call, be aware of the time zone differences and 
make sure to set a reasonable time for all involved parties to interact. It is important to 
remember that cultural differences can also affect availability. For instance, just because 
you schedule a conference call for the middle of the business day does not mean that the 
time will be favorable for the people you are conducting business with. Many Spanish 
cultures have longer lunch breaks than Americans are accustomed to, which means the-
re may be a two- to three-hour time period during the day in which the person you would 
like to meet with is unavailable. The best way to avoid any confusion is asking for avai-
lability prior to making the call. Once you are able to connect, speak clearly and slowly.

Politics
    Political influences, both past and present, can potentially affect the way a person 
or company does business. Some cultures have a very strong sense of nationalism and 
government pride, and therefore, are more comfortable and willing to purchase from 
companies with some sort of government backing. Conducting business with those of 
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differing cultures can also impact negotiations if there are on-going political disputes 
between the involved parties' countries of origin. To avoid conflict, it is best not to dis-
cuss any political matter that does not directly pertain to the business at hand. 

Time
      Time is seen in a particularly different way by Eastern and Western cultures, and 
even within these groups, there are quite different aspects from country to country. 
In the Western Hemisphere, the United States and Mexico employ time in completely 
opposing manners that it causes intense friction between the two cultures. In Western 
Europe, the Swiss attitude to time bears little relation to that of Italy. 

Adapted from: http://smallbusiness.chron.com/can-cultural-differences-affect-business-communication-5093.html

1. Mannerisms: A habitual or characteristic manner, mode, or way of doing something
2. Hinder: To cause delay, interruption, or difficulty.
3. Party: A group of persons with common purposes or opinions, who support one side of a   
    dispute, question, debate, etc.

GLOSSARY

ACTIVITY 5
SD1-B1

Using the previous information, create a graphic organizer to summarize the ideas.
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ACTIVITY 6
SD1-B1

Read the information and discuss it with your classmates. 

Cultural blunders: Brands gone wrong

Everyone makes mistakes, even marketers. 

     Marketers create more brand blunders than one would think, and these blunders can cause brands a lot of 
harm. Some of them, if they are lucky, escape with just a touch of public ridicule and shaming. Oftentimes, the 
advertising, marketing, and PR agencies come out unscathed, but the brand can sometimes take years to recover. 
Here is a list of marketing blunders made by some famous brands. 

     When Gerber, a Nestle owned supplier of baby foods first started selling their baby food in Africa, they use 
the same packaging as in the USA with the cute baby on the label. Later they found out that in Africa companies 
routinely put pictures on the label of what is inside the package, since most people cannot read.  

     Honda introduced their new car "Fitta" into Nordic countries in 2001. If they had taken the time to undertake 
some cross cultural marketing research they may have discovered that "fitta" was an old word used in vulgar lan-
guage to refer to a woman's genitals in Swedish, Norwegian, and Danish. In the end they renamed it "Honda Jazz".

     "Traficante" an Italian mineral water found a great reception in Spain's underworld. In Spanish it translates as 
"drug dealer."

     In 2002, Umbro the UK sports manufacturer had to withdraw its new trainers (sneakers) called the Zyklon. The 
firm received complaints from many organizations and individuals as it was the name of the gas used by the Nazi 
regime to murder millions of Jews in concentration camps.

     In Japan, “Diet Coke” was renamed “Coke Light” after the firm learned that the term “diet” carried an emba-
rrassing connotation. 

     In Germany, the UPS drivers’ uniforms were changed because no one in that country had been required to wear 
a brown shirt since 1945. 

     Kellogg had to rename its Bran Buds cereal in Sweden when it discovered that the name roughly translated to 
“burned farmer.”

     Coors put its slogan, “Turn it Loose” into Spanish where its translation was read as “Suffer from Diarrhea.” 

     After the huge success of “Got Milk” campaign, the Dairy Board of California decided to run these ads in 
Mexico. But they soon realized that the Spanish translation meant “Are you Lactating?” 

      Brand building in foreign markets is a tricky exercise. Not only you are dealing with a foreign language that 
perhaps no one in your organization is aware of, you also have to deal with numerous subtle nuances of the local 
culture and language.

Taken from: http://www.slideshare.net/levi22usa/international-marketing-mistakes-related-to-culture
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ACTIVITY 7
SD1-B1

Have you ever heard about any other cultural blunder? Describe it.  

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Research about marketing mistakes related to culture. 

Marketing mistakes 

1. Blunder: A gross or careless mistake. 
2. Unscathed: Without suffering any injury, damage, or harm.
3. Nuances: A subtle difference or distinction in expression, meaning, response, etc.

GLOSSARY
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Closing Activities

ACTIVITY 8
SD1-B1

Get together in teams of 4 or 5. Create a poster about “Doing business in your own culture.” 
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Poster evaluation 
Evaluate your poster using the following checklist. 

Criteria    YES NO
1. The poster is well organized and easy to follow.  

2. Words are easy to read from an appropriate distance.

3. Graphics and other visuals enhance presentation. 

4. The poster is neat and appealing to look at. 

5. The content is clear and easy to understand.   

6. Informative titles and headings are used. 

ACTIVITY 9
SD1-B1

Pair work. Choose a place and create a brochure describing how to do business in that culture. 

Consider:
* Cultural factors
* Business etiquette

EVALUATION RUBRIC

CATEGORY 4 3 2 1

Writing - 
Organization

Each section in 
the brochure has 
a clear beginning, 
middle, and end.

Almost all sections 
of the brochure 
have a clear 
beginning, middle 
and end.

Most sections of 
the brochure have 
a clear beginning, 
middle and end.

Less than half of 
the sections of the 
brochure have a 
clear beginning, 
middle and end.

Writing - Grammar

There are no 
grammatical 
mistakes in the 
brochure.

There are no 
grammatical 
mistakes in the 
brochure after 
feedback from an 
adult.

There are 1-2 
grammatical 
mistakes in the 
brochure even 
after feedback 
from an adult.

There are several 
grammatical 
mistakes in the 
brochure even after 
feedback from an 
adult.
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Attractiveness & 
Organization

The brochure has 
exceptionally 
attractive 
formatting and 
well-organized 
information.

The brochure 
has attractive 
formatting and 
well-organized 
information.

The brochure has 
well-organized 
information.

The brochure\'s 
formatting and 
organization 
of material are 
confusing to the 
reader.

Content - Accuracy
All facts in the 
brochure are 
accurate.

99-90% of the 
facts in the 
brochure are 
accurate.

89-80% of the 
facts in the 
brochure are 
accurate.

Fewer than 80% 
of the facts in 
the brochure are 
accurate.

Graphics/Pictures

Graphics go well 
with the text and 
there is a good 
mix of text and 
graphics.

Graphics go well 
with the text, but 
there are so many 
that they distract 
from the text.

Graphics go well 
with the text, but 
there are too few 
and the brochure 
seems \"text-
heavy\".

Graphics do 
not go with the 
accompanying text 
or appear to be 
randomly chosen.
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Didactic Sequence 2
PLANNING A MEETING 

Start Up Activities

Individual activity. Read the following case study. Discuss it with your classmates. 

ACTIVITY 1
SD2-B1

     The English manager was frustrated: he was getting on well with his Hungarian staff but now 
they had suddenly turned uncooperative. 
     He had taken the 40 of them away for a teambuilding weekend. There was a great party on 
Friday night and all seemed very positive. At noon on Saturday he announced: “Thanks for 
working so hard this morning. Now we’ll break a little early for lunch, so you can enjoy the 
sunshine. BUT PLEASE, come back prompt at 2 o’clock. If you are late you will miss the start 
of an important and entertaining exercise. So 2 o’clock PLEASE. Jó étvágyat!” 
     At 2 o’clock there were half-a-dozen Hungarians assembled, staring at their shoes or smoking 
in the corridor. Another five or six trickled in over the next half-hour. It was all rather emba-
rrassing. 
     He turned to his Hungarian deputy: “What did I do wrong?”
“Although you don’t realize it, you gave them a choice: either to arrive on time and prove no-
thing, or to be late and demonstrate that we are free people now!”
     This was one year after the Soviet withdrawal. 

How can culture influence business meetings? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

International meetings are an area where differences in cultural values, etiquette, interpretations of professional 
conduct and corporate rules are at their most visible and challenging to control.
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Read the information. Discuss it with your classmates. 

Cultural differences in business meetings

     In international business meetings, cultural differences between professionals can be a problem. Although it 
cannot always be avoided, the negative effects of cultural differences can be minimized with careful and effective 
planning, organization and consideration prior to meetings.

     Culture influences what we do, say, think, and believe. In the context of international business it affects how 
people approach, perceive, and contribute towards meetings.

Time
     Cultures differ in time. For example, British or German people have strict approaches to how meetings run. 
They carefully plan the starting time, finishing time and all stages in between. On the other hand, other cultures 
will see it as more flexible. 

Hierarchy
     Hierarchy can have a great impact on the input given by partici-
pants in an international meeting. For those cultures where hierarchy is 
very significant, expressing your ideas, criticizing, disagreeing openly, 
giving feedback, and reporting problems in front of the boss could be 
uncomfortable. 

The Purpose of Meetings
     The objective of a meeting will vary from culture to culture. In 
the Western, it is very common to express the phrase “Let’s get down 
to business” after a few small talks in the meeting room. These types 
of meetings generally run based on a tight schedule with an organized, 
pre-planned agenda. Meetings are for business. However, other cultures 
see meetings as an opportunity to build personal relationships. Doing business comes further down the priority list. 

Meeting Etiquette and Mannerisms
     In international companies, it is common to find participants 
from different parts of the world, bringing with them their own 
cultural etiquette, gestures, mannerisms, and ways of expres-
sing. Therefore, it is important to provide intercultural aware-
ness training to the staff to minimize misunderstandings.  
       
Expectations of meetings
     Before the meeting, it needs to be clear what the purpose of 
the meeting will be. Contact the participants and communica-
te what you require from each person. Send them the agenda. 

ACTIVITY 2
SD2-B1
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From this way, people will know where they fit into the picture. 

Take a relaxed approach to meetings
     Some people find business meetings intimidating because of stage fright, the pre-
sence of the boss, or the feeling of being inferior to colleagues. All these could lead to 
anxiety, tension, nervousness, and general discomfort. A good way of releasing tension 
is having ice breakers at the beginning of the meeting. Another strategy is trying an 
alternative setting instead of the meeting rooms. 

Group sizes in meetings 
     Working in small groups is more effective since they offer security and greater par-
ticipation. 

Multi-cultural meetings
     One big mistake made when dealing with diverse cultures in meetings is suggesting 
that those who have similar backgrounds work or seat together. That is why it is vital to 
mix up people in the meeting. The benefit of taking this approach is that it allows the de-
velopment of cross cultural interpersonal relationships and staff bonding. 

Alternative communication methods in meetings
     In order for everyone to participate during the meeting, prior to the session, e-mail the 
staff questions about the topics that will be discussed. Ask them to reply so their informa-
tion could be used as a contribution in the meeting.   

Always confirm meaning in meetings
     Sometimes the meaning of a word, phrase, picture, or agreement may cause confusion. 
Therefore, it is recommended to confirm that the general meaning has been understood. 
     At the end of a meeting, summarize and capture the main agreements and disagree-
ments. Make sure everyone is happy with the outcomes. 

     As you can see, international meetings require great planning, organization, and con-
sideration. Keep in mind the cultural differences you may be dealing with and think of 
ways to solve the possible problems. 
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1. Hierarchy: Any system of persons or things ranked one above another.
2. Small talk: Light conversation; chitchat.
3. Agenda: A list, plan, outline, or the like, of things to be done, matters to be acted or voted upon, etc.
4. Ice breaker: An opening remark, action, etc., designed to ease tension or relieve formality.
5. Approach: The method used or steps taken in setting about a task, problem, etc.
6. Bond: Something, as an agreement or friendship that unites individuals or peoples into a group; covenant.

GLOSSARY

Pair work. Complete the following chart about customs and etiquette in your country. 

Example:
In the United States we must consider these:

ACTIVITY 3
SD2-B1

Business dress For an initial meeting, dressing conservatively is in good taste. 

Greetings

Handshake is the common greeting.
Maintain eye contact during the greeting.
Use titles and surnames. 
Business cards must be exchanged. 

Communication style
Be direct. Try to get to the point.
A telephone may be used to conduct a business. 

Time 

Time and punctuality is very important. 
Be on time.
For controlling time, business is conducted rapidly.
Follow an agenda. 
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What do we need to consider in Mexico?

Business dress

Greetings

 

Communication style

 

Time 

 

Hierarchy

Group size in meetings

How do we differ from the United States? How are we similar? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________
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Development Activities

Individual activity. Complete the chart.

ACTIVITY 4
SD2-B1

Signs of a good meeting Signs of a bad meeting

PORTFOLIO 

See 

Appendix 1
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ACTIVITY 5
SD2-B1

Complete the word puzzle using the words in the box. 

MEETING VOCABULARY

 grievance   /     boardroom   /    commence    /   
unanimous   /   motion       minutes    /    

casting vote    /     ballot   /  deadline   /     wrap up    
/    chairperson   /    proxy vote   /   mandatory   /    

agenda  /  consensus   
/    allocate

PORTFOLIO 

See 

Appendix 2
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Read the information. Discuss it with your classmates. 

What elements/aspects do people need to consider before attending/preparing a meeting? Brainstorm your ideas. 

ACTIVITY 6
SD2-B1

STEPS TO HOLD A 
MEETING 

1. Create an agenda

2. Define objectives

3. Invite the right people 

4. Choose the right time

5. Prepare information
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Preparing for a meeting 

1. Calling a meeting 
There are different ways to call or be called to a meeting. Meetings can be announced 
by e-mail or posted on bulletin boards. If the announcement is just verbal, you need to 
back it up with written documents. 

Elements to consider: date, location, time, length, purpose, and who is attending the 
meeting and who is not. 
Example: 

To:       julia@paristour.com

From:       norman@paristours.com

Subject:      Meeting

Hi everyone,

We will be having a meeting next Friday from 2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. in Room 5. All supervisors are 
expected to attend. The purpose of the meeting is to discuss the upcoming tourist season. As you probably 
have heard, this could be our busiest season to date. There are already twenty bus tours booked from Ja-
pan, and fifteen walking tours booked from Canada. Please make arrangements to have other staff mem-
bers cover your duties during the meeting.

Thank you,

Norman

2. Writing an agenda 
It keeps the meeting on task and within the set amount of time. The agenda indicates 
the order of the items and an estimated time for each one of them. It also provides the 
speakers’ turn. Sometimes it is useful to send the agenda before the meeting. 
Example:

Meeting agenda
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3. Allocating roles
The person who is responsible of calling and holding a meeting can decide to allocate 
roles to the rest of the staff. Some examples of roles are taking the minutes, doing roll 
call, or speaking on a certain subject. 
Example:

Opening a meeting 

1. Small talk 
Before the meeting starts, it is polite to make small talks. Some topics that can be dis-
cussed are related to weather, family, or weekend plans. 

2. Welcome
The person that is in charge of the meeting should formally welcome everyone and 
thank the attendees for coming. 
Examples: 
Well, since everyone is here, we should get started.
Thank you all for coming at such short notice.

3. Introductions
If there someone new to the group or a special guest, it is important to introduce the 
person. 

4. Roll call/apologies
In small groups, it is sometimes unnecessary to take attendance out loud. In larger mee-
tings, it may be necessary to send around an attendance sheet or call out names. If an 
important person is absent, it might be necessary to apologize for his or her absence. 

5. Objectives 
You can pass around copies of the agenda, post a large copy on the wall, or use a projec-
tor. The speaker should provide a brief verbal outline of the objectives before beginning 
the first item on the agenda. 
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Following the agenda 

1. Taking the minutes
Anyone could be assigned to take the minutes at the meeting. The minute-taker should 
review the previous minutes, all the names of the attendees, and the items of the agenda 
before the meeting. 
An outline can help to organize the minutes. You can include:

2. Watching the time
Staying within the time limits during a meeting can be challenging. A good agenda will 
have the amount of time each item lasts, and a good chairperson will try to stay within 
the time. 

3. Regaining focus
When the meeting gets off topic, it is the chairperson’s responsibility to keep it focused. 

4. Voting
Voting is used when issues cannot be resolved. Votes can be open, where people raise 
their hands, or they can be closed, when they are private. The results are counted after 
the meeting. 

When a motion is agreed upon it is called carried. On the hand, when it is disagreed 
upon it is called failed. In some cases, there is a tie vote and the chairperson will often 
give the deciding vote. 

5. Comments and feedback
During the meeting, participants will comment, provide feedback, or ask questions. 

Closing a meeting 

1. Wrapping Up 
A meeting can be wrapped up when the time run out or all the items in the agenda have 
been discussed. 

2. Thanking and Congratulating
When finishing a meeting, it is a good time to thank anyone who has not been mentioned 
at the beginning or if someone has received a promotion, got married, or had a baby. 

3. Follow Up 
At the end of the meeting, the participants can discuss the date and time for the next 
meeting or when a decision should be made by. Another thing that could be provided is 
contact information in case they want to send a question by e-mail or who to call regar-
ding certain issue. 

•Title of the meeting
•The location of the meeting
•Time the meeting started and finished
•The name of the chairperson

•A list of attendees 
•A blank spot for any attendees who 
arrive late or leave early

PORTFOLIO 

See 

Appendix 3
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Closing Activities

ACTIVITY 7
SD2-B1

In groups of 3 or 4, imagine that you are calling for a meeting. Fill in the documents used when calling and atten-
ding a meeting.

Part A. Sample notice:

MEETING

Location:
 

Date:

Time:

For:

Subject:

ATTENDANCE IS MANDATORY

PORTFOLIO 

See 

Appendix 4
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Part B. Sample agenda
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Part C. Sample minute outline

SELF-ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST YES NO
I participated in group discussions.

I contributed with useful information.

I shared ideas, and listened and valued other’s ideas. 

I encouraged others and cooperated with them. 

PORTFOLIO 

See 

Appendix 5
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Evaluation of Block 1

Circle the correct answer. 

1. The person who is in charge of the meeting is the person who takes the minutes.
True
False

2. The best way to call a meeting is to inform each participant individually by phone.
True
False

3. An agenda should outline the order and amount of time to spend on each item at the meeting.
True
False

4. Engaging in small talks throughout the meeting is an effective way to keep the focus.
True
False

5. When someone agrees with a motion it is "carried".
True
False

6. The person who is speaking during a meeting is the person who "has the floor".
True
False

7. A polite way to indicate that you want to make a comment during a meeting is to say: "If I could just come in 
here..."
True
False

8. When there is a tie vote, it is usual for the chairperson to ask one participant to reconsider his/her decision.
True
False

9. During the closing remarks, the person holding the meeting should introduce new staff members or guest 
speakers.
True
False

10. Reminders are typically announced after all of the items on the agenda have been covered.
True
False
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Team activity
Get in groups of 5 and plan a business meeting using the information you read before. Consider the following 
aspects: 

1. Call for a meeting (create an invitation by E-mail or notice)
2. Create an agenda (allocate roles)
3. Open a meeting (small talks, welcome, introduction, objectives)   
4. Prepare information
5. Outline the minutes
6. Voting
7. Wrap up (comments and feedback, reminders) 

After planning and preparing your meeting documents, you will be presenting the information in a role play.

Use the following rubric to evaluate your project. 

INTEGRATING ACTIVITY

CATEGORY 4 3 2 1

Preparedness
Student is completely 
prepared and has 
obviously rehearsed.

Student seems pretty 
prepared but might 
have needed a couple 
more rehearsals.

The student is 
somewhat prepared, but 
it is clear that rehearsal 
was lacking.

Student does not seem 
at all prepared to 
present.

Attire Business attire, very 
professional look.

Casual business attire.

Casual business attire, 
but wore sneakers or 
seemed somewhat 
wrinkled.

General attire not 
appropriate for 
audience (jeans, t-shirt, 
shorts).

Speaks Clearly

Speaks clearly and 
distinctly all (100-
95%) the time, and 
mispronounces no 
words.

Speaks clearly and 
distinctly all (100-
95%) the time, but 
mispronounces one 
word.

Speaks clearly and 
distinctly most ( 94-
85%) of the time. 
Mispronounces no 
more than one word.

Often mumbles or 
cannot be understood 
OR mispronounces 
more than one word.

Vocabulary

Uses vocabulary 
appropriate for the 
audience. Extends 
audience vocabulary 
by defining words that 
might be new to most 
of the audience.

Uses vocabulary 
appropriate for the 
audience. Includes 
1-2 words that might 
be new to most of the 
audience, but does not 
define them.

Uses vocabulary 
appropriate for the 
audience. Does not 
include any vocabulary 
that might be new to 
the audience.

Uses several (5 or 
more) words or phrases 
that are not understood 
by the audience.

Content
Shows a full 
understanding of the 
topic.

Shows a good 
understanding of the 
topic.

Shows a good 
understanding of 
parts of the topic.

Does not seem to 
understand the topic 
very well.

EVALUATION RUBRIC



Objetos de aprendizaje

al finalizar el bloque

Competencias a desarrollar

 ■ El estudiante reconoce sus habilidades 
para negociar.  

 ■  El estudiante identifica situaciones coti-
dianas de negociación. 

 ■ El estudiante analiza el proceso de ne-
gociación.   

 ■ El estudiante conoce las diferencias en-
tre los tipos de negociación.   

 ■ El estudiante reconoce las habilidades 
para negociar efectivamente.   

 ■ El estudiante emplea sus conocimientos 
para realizar negociaciones. 

 ■ El estudiante conoce las características 
y principios de una negociación colabo-
rativa. 

 ■ El estudiante emplea vocabulario para 
negociar. 

 ■ El estudiante conoce tácticas de nego-
ciación. 

Tiempo asignado: 20 horas

 ■ Importancia de la negociación
 ■ Tipos de negociación 
 ■ Habilidades para negociar 
 ■ El proceso de negociación
 ■ Negociación ganar-ganar
 ■ Negociación ganar-perder
 ■ Negociación colaborativa y sus princi-
pios

 ■ Produce textos con base en el uso norma-
tivo de la lengua, considerando la inten-
ción y situación comunicativa.

 ■ Argumenta un punto de vista en público 
de manera precisa, coherente y creativa.

 ■ Identifica e interpreta la idea general y 
posible desarrollo de un mensaje oral o 
escrito en una segunda lengua, recurrien-
do a conocimientos previos, elementos no 
verbales y contexto cultural.

 ■ Se comunica en una lengua extranjera 
mediante un discurso lógico, oral o escrito, 
congruente con la situación comunicativa.

 ■ Utiliza las tecnologías de la información 
y comunicación para investigar, resolver 
problemas, producir materiales y transmi-
tir información. 

Desempeño del estudiante

Learning to Negotiate
BLOCK 2
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DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION

Individual activity
Read through the following statements and consider them in relation to yourself. 
Score each one according to the following scale: 
 

2. Write the score you choose in the column on the right-hand side of the statement.

1. I tell colleagues what I want.
2. If I have a logical case, colleagues will usually listen.
3. It is important that colleagues are able to deliver what they agree to.
4. I am clear about my objectives and try to stick closely to them.
5. I ask questions to understand where colleagues are coming from.
6. Compromise is sometimes necessary to achieve objectives.
7. I always try to put across my case first.
8. It is unsatisfactory if colleagues do things because they feel intimidated.
9. It is much better if we both get something out of an agreement.
10. I expect team members to deliver what I need.
11. If I think I am not getting through, I change my approach.
12. When I put across a point to a colleague, I generally have a fallback position.
13. I cannot afford to be too sympathetic to the problems of others.
14. I think carefully about how to get my point across to colleagues.
15. If possible, I try to build in colleagues’ preferences.
16. It is important for me to support my arguments strongly.
17. It is important to listen when colleagues express their points of view.
18. You have to accept you will not get all your own way in dealing with colleagues.
19. I try not to be deflected from my course of action by others.
20. I prefer colleagues to do something because I have convinced them.
21.  It is just as important to hear a colleague’s point of view, as it is to put across my own 

viewpoint.
22.  If I do not look after my own interests, no one else will.
23. Colleagues have a right to understand my reasons.
24. When dealing with colleagues, I accept that there has to be give and take.

1. completely disagree 
2. disagree 

 3. agree 
 4. completely agree 
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Scoring 
Transfer the scores onto the scoring sheet. Add up the totals for each of the three columns. 

Approach 1: Directing 
In dealing with colleagues you are direct and assertive. You state what you want clearly and expect your colleagues 
to respond. You are generally not prepared to enter into debate with them regarding the details of what you want. 

Approach 2: Persuading 
Your main concern is getting your point and the strength of your case across to colleagues. You are prepared to 
listen to their point of view but mainly so that you can further strengthen your own case. 

Approach 3: Negotiating 
You try to achieve the best possible outcome with colleagues by negotiating with them. You accept that there will 
have to be give and take and you will sometimes need to make concessions to achieve your priorities.

Self-assessment
Check how well you can do these things.

I know… Very well OK A little
recognize my abilities to negotiate. 

reach an agreement easily when negotiating.

reach the best outcome for both parties. 

Final project presentation 
At the end of this block, you will be presenting a role play about the different types 
of negotiation. 
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Didactic Sequence 1
THE ART OF NEGOTIATING 

Start Up Activities

ACTIVITY 1
SD1-B2

Solve the following situation. 

You need your parents’ car for the weekend. How would you negotiate it with your parents? 
Write at least five strategies to negotiate. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
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ACTIVITY 2
SD1-B2

Complete the information below.

Who are the negotiators most people deal with in their work and personal life? 

Who do you usually negotiate with?

Answer the following questions. 

What is negotiation?

__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________

ACTIVITY 3
SD1-B2
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What are the skills needed for negotiating?
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ACTIVITY 4
SD1-B2

Read the information. Discuss it with your classmates.

What is negotiation? Why do you need to negotiate? 

     Like it or not, everybody is a negotiator. We use negotiation techniques almost every day. We negotiated when 
we were kids trading sports cards or toys. Moreover, we use negotiation in our personal lives. At some level, we 
negotiate with family, friends, significant other, or kids all the time without even knowing it.

     Many people don't like to negotiate because they view it as a hassle. Even though we might consciously think 
we are avoiding the negotiation process, we end up doing it without realizing that is exactly what is happening. 
     
     The term negotiation can be defined as a means to reach mutual agreement through communication. In order 
to handle differences, or opposing views, with the objective of achieving your goals, negotiation requires mastery 
of a set of skills. A willingness to discover common interests and adapt communication styles is at the core of 
effective negotiation. 

     In other words, 
•Negotiation is a method by which people settle differences. In this process is intended to seek for compromise or 
agreement while avoiding argument and dispute. 
•In any disagreement, individuals aim to achieve the best possible outcome for their position. 
•Some keys to get a successful outcome include fairness, seeking mutual benefit, and maintaining a relationship. 

     Negotiation will occur when two parties cannot agree on different situations such as a contract, project, or 
a solution for a problem. To get a successful negotiation, it requires both parties to come together and reach an 
agreement that is acceptable to the people involved.  

      When having different people’s needs, wants, aims, and beliefs, it is inevitable that conflict and disagreement 
arise as they are brought together. Without negotiation, such conflicts may lead to argument and resentment resul-
ting in one or all of the parties feeling dissatisfied. The point of negotiation is to try to reach agreements without 
causing future barriers to communication.

1. Hassle: A situation that causes difficulty or trouble, or an argument. 
2. Fairness: The state, condition, or quality of being fair. 
3. Resentment: The feeling of displeasure or indignation at some act, remark, person, etc.

GLOSSARY
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Stages in the negotiation process

     Authors suggest various stages for the negotiation process; however, here are presen-
ted six phases that best describe the process. 

1. Preparation
Preparation is essential when individuals have to negotiate since information is power; 
therefore, the person who is better prepared will project an inner confidence. Both par-
ties will organize and accumulate the necessary information to have an effective nego-
tiation.

This stage includes identifying issues, defining one’s own needs, and learning as much 
as possible about those opponents. 

In this phase, it should be considered:

•Assessing relative strength of two parties.
•Setting negotiating objectives, ask: What are real issues? Which parties should be in-
volved?
•Planning the best way to argue your case.
•Assessing your and other parties bargaining power.
•Both parties will organize and accumulate the necessary information to have an effec-
tive negotiation. 

When you are able to anticipate your opponent’s position, you are better equipped to 
counter arguments with the facts that support your positions.
Once you have gathered your information use it to develop a strategy.
As part of your strategy, you should determine yours and the other side’s Best Alterna-
tive to a Negotiated Agreement (BATNA). Your BATNA determines the lowest value 
acceptable to you for a negotiated agreement. Any offer you receive that is higher than 
your BATNA is better than a deadlock. 

2. Definition of ground rules
The next step in the negotiation process is the definition of ground rules. Rules and pro-
cedures will be established for the planned negotiation. You can consider the following 
questions:

Where will negotiations take place?
Will time constraints exist?
Will there be any issues that are off limits?
What happens if there's not an agreement?

In addition, both parties will try and figure out what price should be the starting point 
for the negotiation. Also, demands and expectations should be disclosed up front. In this 
stage, you need to consider your bottom line, which is the lowest price, and the starting 
price with an opening offer. Moreover, during this phase, parties will also exchange 
their initial proposals or demands.
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3. Clarification and justification
Once the rules have been established, a discussion needs to take place regarding the 
specifics of the negotiation. In this step, the positions of both parties are discussed at 
length. Each side will get a chance to explain, justify and support their original request. 
This part of the negotiation should not be argumentative, but instead, it should provide 
the opportunity for educating and informing each other on the issues. This is the point 
at which you might want to provide the other party with any documentation that helps 
support your position.

4. Bargaining and problem solving
The essence of the negotiation process is the actual give and take in trying to reach an 
agreement. It is here where concessions undoubtedly need to be made by both parties. 
The heart of many negotiations is in bargaining which is the adjustment of what is being 
traded until both parties are satisfied with the arrangement. Moreover, an important part 
of bargaining is trading, where parties effectively say “If you give me that, then I will 
give you this.” It may also include non-material aspects such as support given and when 
things will be delivered. Also, this stage uses many competitive negotiation tactics. 

5. Settling and evaluation
When the deal is mostly agreed, it is formalized in a way that makes it difficult for either 
party to back out or change their commitment. The first step is to agree what you have 
agreed. The simplest way of sealing the deal is with a handshake, which has a powerful 
effect in preventing people from backing out.

6. Closure and implementation
The final step in the negotiation process is formalizing the agreement that has been 
worked out and developing any procedures that are necessary for implementing and 
monitoring. During this phase, you will agree on the details and confirm the agreement. 
Usually when the agreement is confirmed, a legitimate contract is signed.  However, 
closing a negotiation deal can also be shaking hands, or agreeing to what has been said.
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Types of negotiation

There are two main types of negotiation which are known as distributive negotiations 
and integrative negotiations.

•Distributive negotiations (the fixed pie)

It is when two (or more) parties are trying to claim the maximum amount of value for 
themselves. In this type of negotiation, there is a giving out or the scattering of things. 
It involves people who have never had a previous interactive relationship, nor they are 
likely to do so again in the near future. Purchasing products or services are simple busi-
ness examples where distributive negotiation is often employed, such as buying a car or 
a house. In the distributive approach, people are generally less concerned with how they 
are perceived; at the end, our and their interests are usually self serving where a party 
will inevitably lose something, and the other will gain as a result.

Distributive negotiation scenario:                                  

You have decided to buy a used car. You and the salesman start haggling over the 
price. He wants you to pay as close to the asking price as possible. You, however, 
feel that there are certain aspects to the car which could spell trouble. You want 
to reduce the price by the amount of repairs that you think may be ahead of you. 
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There is a story of two sisters who each demanded the same orange. They decided 
to share it and used the distributive tactic of splitting it in half. After each sister 
took half of the orange home, one sister who wanted only the juice, squeezed out 
the juice, drank it, and threw out the peel. The other sister, who wanted only the 
peel for a cake she was baking, threw out the pulp and added her half of the peel 
to her cake batter. Neither sister considered expressing her true interest in the 
orange, but rather chose to negotiate for as much of the total orange as possible. 
Both sisters would have realized a greater settlement if only they had chosen to 
be open and truthful about their interests.

(Mary Parket Follet, 1920)

•Integrative negotiations (expanded pie)

This approach is often referred to as a win-win negotiation. It implies cooperation or 
joining of forces to achieve something together. It also involves forming a relations-
hip and a high degree of trust. Ideally, both parties will walk away feeling they have 
achieved what each wants. 

An integrative approach is concerned with making concessions to reach an agreement 
in which negotiators search for better proposals than the obvious ones that meet only 
their own interests. Integrative techniques include a clear understanding of the issues, 
open sharing of information, and the joint exploration of solutions that benefit both 
parties. During the process, parties generally cooperate to achieve maximum total 
benefit of the final agreement. In integrative negotiations, each side wants to get so-
mething of value while trading something which has less value. In addition, it requires 
the parties to seek out creative options and not simply focus on trading concessions. 

Example:               

1. Scattering: Distributing, dispersing, or separating.
2. Haggling: To bargain in a petty, quibbling, and often contentious manner 
3. Concession: Yielding of a position, privilege, or right, by a party to induce the other party to respond similar-
ly by yielding an equivalent position, right, or privilege.

GLOSSARY
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ACTIVITY 5
SD1-B2

Pair work. Complete the comparative chart using the previous information. 

Characteristics Distributive Integrative

Number of issues 

Technique

Relationship of the 
parties

Interests

Possible options

Information 

Motivation 

Solution 
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Read the information that follows and discuss it with your classmates. 

Top ten negotiation skills

The ability to negotiate requires a set of interpersonal and communication skills used together to bring a desired 
outcome. Here are described some skills needed when negotiating. 

1. Problem analysis 
Analyzing the problem is important to determine the interests of each party in the negotiation. For example, 
identifying the problem or area where an employer and employee may disagree in a contract, which normally are 
salary or benefits, can help to find a compromise for all parties. 

2. Preparation
Before entering a bargaining meeting, the skilled negotiator prepares for it. Preparation includes determining 
goals, areas for trade and alternatives to the stated goals. In addition, negotiators study the history of the relations-
hip between the two parties and past negotiations to find areas of agreement and common goals. Past precedents 
and outcomes can set the tone for current negotiations.

3. Active Listening
This ability involves reading verbal communication and body language. It is necessary to listen actively to the 
other party to find areas for compromise during the meeting. 

4. Emotional Control
It is essential to keep emotions in check during the negotiation; otherwise it can lead to undesirable results. 

5. Verbal Communication
Communicating clearly and effectively with the other party is an ability that all negotiators must have. If the ideas 
or arguments are not stated clearly, it may lead to misunderstandings, especially during the bargaining process. 

6. Collaboration and Teamwork
Working together as a team can foster a collaborative atmosphere and reach an agreeable outcome. 

7. Problem Solving
A good negotiator seeks for a variety of solutions instead of focusing on his/her ultimate goal in order to benefit 
both sides during the negotiation. 

8. Decision Making Ability
Acting decisively may be necessary during a bargaining arrangement to reach an agreement quickly.  

9. Interpersonal Skills
Negotiators that have good interpersonal skills can maintain a good working relationship with people involved in 

ACTIVITY 6
SD1-B2
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the process. Being patient and persuasive can keep a positive environment during a difficult negotiation. 

10. Ethics and Reliability
It is vital to promote a trusting environment for negotiations. Both parties must trust that the other party will fo-
llow through on promises and agreements. A negotiator must maintain the ethical standards to execute on his/her 
promises. 

Adapted from: http://smallbusiness.chron.com/top-ten-effective-negotiation-skills-31534.html

1. Trade: The action of buying and selling goods and services. 
2. Bargain: An agreement establishing the terms of a sale or exchange of goods or services. 

GLOSSARY
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ACTIVITY 7
SD1-B2

Pair work . Work with a partner to interview each other about your negotiation skills. Add two more skills you 
consider are important when negotiating.  

Do you have these skills? Do you need to improve any of them? 

SELF-ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST YES NO

I have listened attentively to my classmate. 

I have contributed with useful information. 

I have had a clear understanding. 

I have accomplished the task effectively.
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ACTIVITY 8
SD1-B2

Pair work. Use the information below to role play different situations to negotiate a raise. 

Situation 1

Situation 2

 Staff: Roger Waters
Company:   Pink Tech       

Industry: Financial Position: Broker                 
Base salary: $64,000

Role:
•You work very hard and long hours.

•You closed many big deals this year, making 
millions of dollars for the bank.

•You think you are ready for a big raise.

Manager:  Frank Miller
Company:  MC Design     

Industry: Graphic Design
Position:  CG expert         
Base salary: $55,000

Role:
•You love working for your company as it is well 

respected and fun.
•You need to make more money because your wife 

had a new baby.
•You want to try to ask for a lot of money, but you 

can accept 10%.

 Manager: David Gilmore
Company:   Pink Tech               

Industry: Financial
Position:  General Manager

Role:
•Your brokerage department has a salary budget of 

$500,000. It’s currently at $470,000.
•Roger sometimes annoys the other workers; he 

talks too much, so it affects the morale.
•Overall you are happy with his work though.

 Staff: Stan Lee
Company:  MC Designs     
Industry: Graphic Design

Position: Head of Art Department
Role:

•Frank is one of your best and most  
efficient workers.

•You want to keep him happy, but your boss de-
mands to negotiate strictly.

•If he seems unhappy, you will increase your offer.
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After practicing the role play, evaluate your partner’s performance using this observation sheet. Provide feedback. 

ACTIVITY 9
SD1-B2

ACTIVITY 10
SD1-B2

Negotiator´s name: __________________________________________________________________________

Role: _____________________________________________________________________________________

What went well? 

•_________________________________________________________________________________________
•_________________________________________________________________________________________
•_________________________________________________________________________________________
•_________________________________________________________________________________________

What could the negotiator improve to get a better result?

•_________________________________________________________________________________________
•_________________________________________________________________________________________
•_________________________________________________________________________________________
•_________________________________________________________________________________________

Complete the negotiation worksheet.

This worksheet will help you to strategize for your next negotiation so that you know exactly what to say and 
when to say it to get what you really want.

1. What is the object of negotiation? 

2.  What is your ideal outcome? What do you most want to happen? 
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3. List three other outcomes that you would consider successful. 

From what you know, what are the top three motivations of the person you are negotiating with? How can you 
address those motivations in order to get what you really want?

                    Other person’s motivations                           How you will address them to get what they want 

5. What is the lowest (or highest) offer you are willing to obtain?

6. What intangibles do you have to offer that cost little/nothing to you but would be valuable to the other person? 

7. Think of three lines you can use when you are trying to get the other party to respond to your offer. 

Taken from: http://advancedriskology.com
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SELF-ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST YES NO

Have I identified issues that are likely to create value for me?

Have I considered various options?  

Have I used good arguments to reach my final outcome? 

Have I considered other person’s motivation? 

ACTIVITY 11
SD1-B2

Prepare a win-win negotiation by filling in the information below. 

Aspect of the negotiation Notes

Goals

Trades

Alternatives

Relationship

Expected outcome

Possible solutions  

PORTFOLIO 

See 

Appendix 1
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Closing Activities

Read the next case and answer the questions that follow. 

ACTIVITY 12
SD1-B2

G
eorge, Vice-President (Sales) at Phoenix Enterprises, looked forward to finishing at 
5 p.m. and catching the 7 p.m. plane to Bordeaux where he was going to join Lucy, 
his wife, and their three children on their annual holiday. Three days earlier, on Fri-
day, Lucy had gone on ahead with the children to the villa they had rented for three 
weeks, while George stayed behind to complete a special assignment given to him 

on Thursday afternoon by Dan O’Reilly, his boss and Chief Executive Officer. Dan had told Geor-
ge to check over their contract with Pascoe Projects, a client company, regarding their proposed 
joint venture to build a business park on the edge of town. The contract documents were in a total 
mess, and Dan wanted to have them sorted out and analyzed for Tuesday, when he was due to meet 
Pascoe’s Managing Director and see if he could negotiate amendments to their contract. There 
was no way that George could check over a contract of this complexity before he went on holiday. 
There were just too many files and background papers, plus several sets of changed drawings and 
altered specifications. George apologized to the children for the unscheduled interruption to their 
holiday and promised a skeptical and somewhat angry Lucy that he would work all over the wee-
kend to sort out the problem and would join her on Monday evening at the latest.

     George was by no means happy that Dan had done this to him and considered it an unsatisfactory 
situation that work should intrude on his holiday. It was not as if the problem had arisen from one 
of his own accounts. It properly should have been handled by Fred, Vice-President (Contracts), 
who was off sick, and who, to cap it all, had been promoted a year ago to Contracts Manager on 
the strength of winning the Pascoe account. Because Pascoe Projects was an important account, 
George knew that Dan’s negotiations could not be postponed until Fred returned from sick leave 
and he accepted that somebody had to step in and clear up the mess. His pride in being chosen 
(once again) to trouble-shoot somebody else’s difficult problem was tempered with his dismay that 
it would add to his domestic stress (there had been other occasions when he had been compelled 
to let his family down for work-related reasons). He knew he had no convincing answer to Lucy’s 
charges that he ‘paid more attention to Dan than to his family’, and he fully expected that his ho-
liday might be ruined by recriminations arising from Dan’s thoughtlessness.
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Now imagine yourself in George’s position on Thursday afternoon when the boss calls on you to work over the 
first weekend of your annual leave. How would you feel about that? If you had been faced with a similar instruc-
tion from your boss, how might you have reacted? What could you do to make yourself happier in this type of 
situation both at work and domestically?

Write down your answers. 

George could:

1. Tell Dan that his holiday was very important and refuse the assignment.
Question: What would this have done to his career prospects?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Suggest to Dan that somebody else should undertake the assignment and use good arguments to support his 
suggestion (perhaps appealing to Dan’s sense of fair play?).
Question: What happens if he fails to persuade Dan to change his mind?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

3. Suggest that Dan assign somebody else along with George, with whom George would work until Friday eve-
ning, and thereafter the other person would complete the task over the weekend by himself. (Perhaps he could 
offer to work through Thursday night?)
Question: What happens if there is nobody else qualified to undertake the work after George leaves?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

4. Offer to do the work provided by Dan if he pays his airfare to Bordeaux on Monday and extends his holiday by 
a week in compensation.
Question: What happens if there is no pressure on Dan to negotiate with George?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________
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5. Ask to see the company President to adjudicate on whether Dan’s assignment was a reasonable request just 
before his holiday.
Question: What influence can George bring to bear on the company President before he makes his decision?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

6. Tell Dan he will consider it and let him know when he returns from holiday.
Question: What happens when a decision cannot be postponed?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

7. Instruct one of his own subordinates to undertake the assignment.
Question: What happens if the junior refuses the instruction?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

8. Undertake the assignment.
Question: What does giving in cost him in a ruined holiday?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

1. Joint venture: A business arrangement in which two or more parties agree to pool their resources for the pur-
pose of accomplishing a specific task.
2. Amendments: Change in a legal document made by adding, altering, or omitting a certain part or term.
3. Intrude:  To come in rudely or inappropriately; enter as an improper or unwanted element. 
4. Recrimination: An accusation in response to one from someone else. 
5. Adjudicate:  Make a formal judgment or decision about a problem or disputed matter.

GLOSSARY
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ACTIVITY 13
SD1-B2

Create a brochure or poster to illustrate the tips, guidelines, or rules for a successful negotiation.

Brochure Rubric
Use the following rubric to evaluate your project. 

CATEGORY 4 3 2 1

Writing - Grammar

There are no 
grammatical 
mistakes in the 
brochure.

There are no 
grammatical 
mistakes in the 
brochure after 
feedback from an 
adult.

There are 1-2 
grammatical 
mistakes in the 
brochure even after 
feedback from an 
adult.

There are several 
grammatical 
mistakes in the 
brochure even after 
feedback from an 
adult.

Writing - Vocabulary

The authors 
correctly use 
several new words 
and define words 
unfamiliar to the 
reader.

The authors 
correctly use a 
few new words 
and define words 
unfamiliar to the 
reader.

The authors try 
to use some new 
vocabulary, but 
may use 1-2 words 
incorrectly.

The authors do not 
incorporate new 
vocabulary.

Content - Accuracy
All facts in the 
brochure are 
accurate.

99-90% of the facts 
in the brochure are 
accurate.

89-80% of the facts 
in the brochure are 
accurate.

Fewer than 80% 
of the facts in 
the brochure are 
accurate.

Attractiveness & 
Organization

The brochure has 
exceptionally 
attractive formatting 
and well-organized 
information.

The brochure has 
attractive formatting 
and well-organized 
information.

The brochure has 
well-organized 
information.

The brochure\'s 
formatting and 
organization 
of material are 
confusing to the 
reader.
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Sources

Careful and accurate 
records are kept to 
document the source 
of 95-100% of the 
facts and graphics in 
the brochure.

Careful and accurate 
records are kept to 
document the source 
of 94-85% of the 
facts and graphics in 
the brochure.

Careful and accurate 
records are kept to 
document the source 
of 84-75% of the 
facts and graphics in 
the brochure.

Sources are not 
documented 
accurately or are not 
kept on many facts 
and graphics.

Graphics/Pictures

Graphics go well 
with the text and 
there is a good mix 
of text and graphics.

Graphics go well 
with the text, but 
there are so many 
that they distract 
from the text.

Graphics go well 
with the text, but 
there are too few 
and the brochure 
seems "text-heavy".

Graphics do 
not go with the 
accompanying text 
or appear to be 
randomly chosen.

Poster Rubric 
Use the following rubric to evaluate your project. 

CATEGORY 4 3 2 1

Graphics - 
Relevance

All graphics are 
related to the topic 
and make it easier 
to understand. All 
borrowed graphics 
have a source 
citation.

All graphics are 
related to the topic 
and most make it 
easier to understand.  
All borrowed 
graphics have a 
source citation.

All graphics relate 
to the topic. Most 
borrowed graphics 
have a source 
citation.

Graphics do not 
relate to the topic 
OR several borrowed 
graphics do not have 
a source citation.

Labels

All items of 
importance on the 
poster are clearly 
labeled with labels 
that can be read from 
at least 3 ft. away.

Almost all items of 
importance on the 
poster are clearly 
labeled with labels 
that can be read from 
at least 3 ft. away.

Several items of 
importance on the 
poster are clearly 
labeled with labels 
that can be read from 
at least 3 ft. away.

Labels are too small 
to view OR no 
important items were 
labeled.

Required Elements

The poster includes 
all required elements 
as well as additional 
information.

All required elements 
are included on the 
poster.

All but 1 of the 
required elements 
are included on the 
poster.

Several required 
elements were 
missing.

Content - 
Accuracy

At least 7 accurate 
facts are displayed on 
the poster.

5-6 accurate facts 
are displayed on the 
poster.

3-4 accurate facts 
are displayed on the 
poster.

Less than 3 accurate 
facts are displayed 
on the poster.

Attractiveness

The poster is 
exceptionally 
attractive in terms of 
design, layout, and 
neatness.

The poster is 
attractive in terms of 
design, layout and 
neatness.

The poster is 
acceptably attractive 
though it may be a 
bit messy.

The poster is 
distractingly messy 
or very poorly 
designed. It is not 
attractive.

Grammar

There are no 
grammatical 
mistakes on the 
poster.

There is 1 
grammatical 
mistake on the 
poster.

There are 2 
grammatical 
mistakes on the 
poster.

There are more 
than 2 grammatical 
mistakes on the 
poster.
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Didactic Sequence 2
COLLABORATIVE NEGOTIATION

Start Up Activities

Write what comes to your mind when you think of the word collaborative. 

ACTIVITY 1
SD2-B2

ACTIVITY 2
SD2-B2

Read the information that follows.

What is a collaborative negotiation? 

     In business, the goal of negotiating parties should always be for mutual gain. This type of win-win negotiation 
is often called collaborative negotiation. The opposite of collaborative negotiation is called competitive negotia-
tion which goal is for one party to win and the other to lose. Dishonest practices, such as lying, manipulation, 
intimidation, and bribery are often used in this type of negotiation.

     The collaborative approach is to treat the relationship as an important and valuable element while seeking an 
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equitable and fair agreement. It is assumed that the pie can be enlarged by finding things of value to both parties, 
thus creating a win-win situation where both parties can leave the table feeling that they have gained something 
of value.

Being collaborative does not mean being weak and giving in. On the contrary, a collaborative approach seeks to 
gain the best possible solution.
     
In addition, a simple way of eliminating suspicion is to be open and transparent, giving information before it is 
requested.

The biggest dilemma occurs when the other person is acting competitively, and will try to take advantage of your 
collaborative approach. The approach with aggressive others is to be assertive and adult rather than fall into the 
fight-or-flight reaction.

Main Principles of Collaborative Negotiation:

• Resolve previous conflicts ahead of time.

• Deal with issues, not personalities.

• Commit to listening more than speaking: the more you know 
about your counterpart, the more likely you will achieve your 
goals. You cannot convince someone of something when you 
do not know anything about them, or what their own needs are. 
A common mistake is to prepare one's next question or point 
while the opponent is speaking.

• Establish trust since the beginning.

• Develop a common goal. 

• Discuss a common enemy.

• Take opponent's views/needs into careful consideration: not only you want to win this negotiation, you want your 
opponent to win as well, so that he or she will negotiate with you again in the future.

1. Bribery: The act or practice of offering, giving, or taking a bribe.
2. Assertive:  Having or showing a confident and forceful personality.
3. Fight-or-flight:  A set of physiological changes, such as increases in heart rate, arterial blood pressure, and 
blood glucose, initiated by the sympathetic nervous system to mobilize body systems in response to stress.

GLOSSARY
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ACTIVITY 3
SD2-B2

A) Concession

B) Deadlock

C) Bargain

D) Counterattack

E) Leverage

F) High-ball

G) Bottom-line

H) Counterpart

I) Consensus

J) Counter proposal

(        ) 1. Try to change a person's mind by using various tactics.

(        ) 2. Make a request that is much higher than you expect
               to receive. 

(        ) 3. Person on the other side of the negotiation. 

(        ) 4. A thing that is granted or accepted.   

(        ) 5. The offer/request which is presented second 
                 in response to the first proposal. 

(        ) 6.The lowest one is willing to go.   

(        ) 7. Present other side of an issue.    

(        ) 8. Point where neither party will give in.    

(        ) 9. Agreement by all.     

(        ) 10. Something that gives one party a greater chance 
                  at succeeding over another.

PORTFOLIO 

See 

Appendix 2

Match the sentences with the correct word.
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Development Activities

Describe situations where you have employed your negotiation skills and explain what the outcome was. 

ACTIVITY 4
SD2-B2

Win-win negotiation

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Win-lose negotiation 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________
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ACTIVITY 5
SD2-B2

What strategies or tactics do you use when negotiating? Brainstorm your ideas.

Strategies/Tactics

In the world of negotiations, there are many tactics that you may use. They can be fair, foul or something in 
between; this depends on the style you employ, such as competitive or collaborative, and the seriousness of the 
outcomes.  Some common tactics are listed below. 

Match the tactics with their descriptions. Add a situation where it might be used. 

Flattery         Padding      Doomsday        Russian Front        All I've Got

 Bribery         Dry Well        Bluff         Funny Money  
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Tactic: 
Limit apparent availability.

Situation: 

You only have a limited sum of money. Plead poverty. Look sad.
Show them the money (hiding other money in another pocket or elsewhere). Look surprised that 
you do not have enough.
Say this is all that you have to spend on this item. Say your partner will not allow you to spend 
more.

Example: 
Sorry, I'll get into trouble if I spend more than 25. 

Tactic: 
Assert things that are not true.

Situation: 

Tell the other person something that will impress them and get what you want, even though it is 
not true.
Act confidently. Do not hesitate or otherwise indicate that you are lying.
When asking someone to do something, say that you can easily get another person to do it.

Example: 
Well, I like this place but I've just had an offer of a similar house at a much lower price.

Tactic: 
Do that and I'll give you this.

Situation: 

Offer financial or other incentives to persuade people to give you what you want. The most 
common incentive is money, but you can also offer goods, access, information, attention, etc. 
Be very careful when considering this tactic, especially when it can get you into trouble.

Example: 
If you help me clean the house I'll give you $5.
Looks nice, huh? ... Oh, yes this could be a gift to you.
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Tactic: 
Paint an overly black picture.

Situation: 

Describe the outcome of any suggestion in negative terms. Be pessimistic and gloomy.
Of course, you describe only the things you do not want in this negative way.

Example: 
It's a nice house, but it needs decorating, the area is going downhill and it's a long way to drive 
to work.

Tactic: 
Show you've nothing left to 
exchange.

Situation: 

When the other person demands more from you, say that 'the well is dry' and that you do not 
have anything else to give.
Plead poverty or other constraint on your ability to exchange more than you have already 
offered.

Example: 
I'd like to increase my offer, but I'm afraid I've come to the end of my resources.

Tactic: 
Make them look good and then 
ask for concession.

Situation: 

Make the other person look good. Tell them how clever, intelligent, attractive, etc. they are.
Be impressed by what they have done. Listen attentively. Ask them to tell you more.

Example: 
You seem young to be in such a senior position. You must be very good at this.
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Tactic: 
Financial games, percentages, 
increments, etc.

Situation: 

Use financial talk to make things sound better than they are or to emphasize real value.
When you are selling, offer financial arrangements that make it appear the price is lower than it 
actually is. Spread the cost over time. Use complex investment options. Hide future costs.

Example: 
Well, we can double down the future reversal and save you at least 29% for you next 12 months 
of payment.

Tactic: 
Make unimportant things 
'essential' then concede them.

Situation: 

Add in requirements to your initial position that you do not really need. Then later, when you 
need to concede in order to get something you want, give it away. 

Example: 
My wife said it must be red...Well, I'll take the green one, but only if you include the full 
insurance package. I guess I'll have to think about what to say to Jane...

Tactic: 
Two alternatives, one 
intimidating.

Situation: 

Offer them something that they will never choose. Dress it up so that it seems more reasonable.
Make it seem inevitable. Show how it is going to happen. Paint the picture of pain.
Then offer them the alternative that you really want them to choose.

Example: 
You can go to bed now ... or you can clean up this mess. PORTFOLIO 

See 

Appendix 3
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Closing Activities

Search for more negotiation tactics. Describe them and provide examples

ACTIVITY 6
SD2-B2
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Describe a situation where you have used one of the tactics. 

ACTIVITY 7
SD2-B2
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Evaluation of block 2

Read carefully and underline the best answer.

1. It is one of the main principles of collaborative negotiation:
A) resolve previous conflicts ahead of time
B) giving an ultimatum
C) lack of preparation
D) walking out of the room

2. In "competitive" negotiations, the two parties try to establish a common goal.
True
False

3. What is a proposal?
A) terms that are offered in return for something else
B) a display of opposition
C) wrap up
D) argument to present

4. It is used to show understanding/agreement on a point.
A) I don’t agree on that point...
B) I’m afraid I had something different in mind.
C) That's a fair suggestion.
D) Is that your best offer?

5. Prior to engaging in negotiations it is wise to consider one's own "bottom-line."
True
False

6. Within ten minutes the negotiations had already ended in a ______________.
A) deadlock
B) collective 
C) bottom-line
D) counterpart

7. One key to effective conflict-resolution is to deal with issues rather than personalities.
True
False

8. It may be possible to detect that a counterpart is lying by observing body language.
True
False

9. It is the language to use in closing.
A) I'd have to disagree with you there.
B) You have a strong point there.
C) I'm satisfied with this decision.
D) I understand where you're coming from; however,
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INTEGRATING ACTIVITY

Group work
Negotiation Role Play 

Get in teams of 5 or 6.
Create a situation where you demonstrate a distributive negotiation or an integrative negotiation.
Present the role play to your classmates. 
Don’t forget to follow the process and use the appropriate vocabulary. 

EVALUATION RUBRIC

Use the following rubric to evaluate your project. 

CATEGORY 4 3 2 1

Preparedness
Student is completely 
prepared and has 
obviously rehearsed.

Student seems pretty 
prepared but might 
have needed a couple 
more rehearsals.

The student is 
somewhat prepared, 
but it is clear that 
rehearsal was 
lacking.

Student does not 
seem at all prepared 
to present.

Enthusiasm

Facial expressions 
and body language 
generate a strong 
interest and 
enthusiasm about the 
topic in others.

Facial expressions 
and body language 
sometimes generate 
a strong interest and 
enthusiasm about the 
topic in others.

Facial expressions 
and body language 
are used to try to 
generate enthusiasm, 
but seem somewhat 
faked.

Very little use of 
facial expressions or 
body language. Did 
not generate much 
interest in topic being 
presented.

Speaks Clearly

Speaks clearly and 
distinctly all (100-
95%) the time, and 
mispronounces no 
words.

Speaks clearly and 
distinctly all (100-
95%) the time, but 
mispronounces one 
word.

Speaks clearly and 
distinctly most ( 
94-85%) of the time. 
Mispronounces no 
more than one word.

Often mumbles 
or can not be 
understood OR 
mispronounces more 
than one word.

Content
Shows a full 
understanding of the 
topic.

Shows a good 
understanding of the 
topic.

Shows a good 
understanding of 
parts of the topic.

Does not seem to 
understand the topic 
very well.

Vocabulary

Uses vocabulary 
appropriate for the 
audience. Extends 
audience vocabulary 
by defining words 
that might be new to 
most of the audience.

Uses vocabulary 
appropriate for the 
audience. Includes 
1-2 words that might 
be new to most of the 
audience, but does 
not define them.

Uses vocabulary 
appropriate for the 
audience. Does 
not include any 
vocabulary that 
might be new to the 
audience.

Uses several (5 or 
more) words or 
phrases that are not 
understood by the 
audience.



Objetos de aprendizajeal finalizar el bloque

Competencias a desarrollar

 ■ El estudiante reconoce sus habilidades 
para tomar decisiones. 

 ■ El estudiante conoce la importancia de 
tomar decisiones asertivas.   

 ■ El estudiante analiza el proceso de toma 
de decisiones.  

 ■ El estudiante conoce las etapas en el 
proceso de decisiones.  

 ■ El estudiante identifica las ventajas y 
desventajas de tomar decisiones en gru-
po.  

 ■ El estudiante emplea el proceso de toma 
de decisiones en situaciones cotidianas. 

Tiempo asignado: 20 horas

 ■ Toma de decisiones
 ■ Toma de decisiones y valores 
 ■ Proceso de toma de decisiones
 ■ Etapas en el proceso de toma de deci-
siones

 ■ Toma de decisiones grupales 
 ■ Ventajas y desventajas en la toma de de-
cisiones grupales 

 ■ Identifica, ordena e interpreta las ideas, 
datos y conceptos   explícitos e implícitos 
en un texto, considerando el contexto en el 
que se generó y en el que se recibe.

 ■ Produce textos con base en el uso normati-
vo de la lengua, considerando la intención y 
situación comunicativa.

 ■ Argumenta un punto de vista en público de 
manera precisa, coherente y creativa.

 ■ Identifica e interpreta la idea general y posi-
ble desarrollo de un mensaje oral o escrito 
en una segunda lengua, recurriendo a co-
nocimientos previos, elementos no verba-
les y contexto cultural.

 ■ Se comunica en una lengua extranjera me-
diante un discurso lógico, oral o escrito, 
congruente con la situación comunicativa.

 ■ Utiliza las tecnologías de la información y 
comunicación para investigar, resolver pro-
blemas, producir materiales y transmitir 
información. 

Desempeño del estudiante

Making Decisions
BLOCK 3
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DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION

Individual activity. Use the following quiz to help you assess your decision making abilities. If you check “yes” 
on a personality trait, use the corresponding “balancing strategy” to help you make better decisions in the future.

1. Unbridled optimism
Seeing only benefits and 
overlooking risks.

I tend to have a very optimistic 
temperament and expect everything to 
work out.
Yes ___ No ___ Somewhat ___

Ask someone to be the “devil’s 
advocate” and try to see the flaws in 
your decisions.  

2. Short-term focus
Failing to see the long-term 
consequences.

I tend to be very aware of the need to solve 
immediate problems and seldom think too 
far ahead.
Yes ___ No ___ Somewhat ___

Before making important decisions, jot 
down all the possible consequences. 
Partner with someone who is a more 
natural long-range thinker.

3. Hot-button reactions
Acting on strong emotional 
biases

I have strong feelings about certain 
things and I may not be open to much 
disagreement or debate in those areas.
Yes ___ No ___ Somewhat ___

Ask others to point out your hot 
buttons. When you feel a “hot-button 
reaction” coming on, say nothing until 
you’ve heard from
those with a different opinion.

4.False consensus
Assuming that everyone 
agrees

I express my views very strongly and I will 
actively debate anyone who expresses a 
different viewpoint.
Yes ___ No ___ Somewhat ___

Get the opinions of others before 
expressing your own. Listen when 
others are speaking.

5. Status quo bias
Fear of making the wrong 
decision

I am uncomfortable taking risks and tend 
to worry about the possible negative 
consequences of making a change.
Yes ___ No ___ Somewhat ___

Carefully explore the potential benefits 
of a change. Learn to recognize and 
manage your feelings of anxiety.

6. Herding instincts
Copying the actions of others

I like to stay aware of current trends and 
adopt practices that are being used by 
others.
Yes ___ No ___ Somewhat ___

Do not adopt new approaches until 
you have independently evaluated their 
benefits and risks. 

Personality trait Self-assessment Balancing strategy 
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7.Sunk-cost effect
Sticking with a bad decision 
for too long

I am reluctant to abandon a project or 
strategy if it means wasting time or money 
that I
have already invested in it.

Yes ___ No ___ Somewhat ___

Use pilot projects to avoid making large 
initial investments. Evaluate existing 
projects, policies, or programs based on 
future risks, costs and benefits. 

8.Too much gut
Failing to look at all the facts

I trust my intuition and will often follow my 
“gut instincts” when making decisions.
Yes ___ No ___ Somewhat ___

Always collect facts and data to 
evaluate a situation. Put a minimum 
time limit on key decisions.

9. Lone Ranger tendencies
Failing to gather important 
input

I have a great deal of faith in my decision 
making ability and I am very comfortable 
making decisions independently.
Yes ___ No ___ Somewhat ___

Identify those who may have useful 
knowledge to contribute or who will 
be greatly affected by your decision. 
Discuss the decision with them and get 
their input.

Source: Marie McIntyre, Ph.D., author of Your Office Coach e-letter, www.theHRSpecialist.com/YOC.

Self-assessment
Check how well you can do these things.

I can… Very well OK A little
make my own decisions.

express my ideas properly. 

analyze my options before making a decision.

Final project presentation 
At the end of this block, you will be presenting information about good and bad 
decisions throughout history. 
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Didactic Sequence 1
MAKING A DECISION

Start Up Activities

ACTIVITY 1
SD1-B3

You and your colleagues are stuck in the office lift on the top floor of the building; the emergency alarm doesn’t 
work, and there is no signal for your mobile phones. It’s Friday evening, and nobody will come to the office before 
Monday morning. Have a nice weekend!

1. You can have only eight of the objects below to help you survive the weekend. Decide together which eight 
objects you will choose. Tick your choices. 

______ a giant 1kg bag of potato chips  

______ a large pot of cold coffee 

______ some balloons, left over from   

             the office party 

______ a laptop computer 

______ a spare battery for the laptop

 ______ a lab coat 

______ a roll of adhesive tape 

______ a telephone directory

______ a packet of dried milk 

______ a pair of scissors 

______ a MP3 player with a USB

______ a first-aid kit 

Explanation:  

2. Choose a ninth object to help you survive the weekend, but everyone in the group must agree. 
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3. Who would you like to be stuck in the lift with you? Choose one person from each category: 

• a business leader: __________________________________________________________________________

• an actor/actress:____________________________________________________________________________

• a sports personality:_________________________________________________________________________

• an artist or musician: _______________________________________________________________________

ACTIVITY 2
SD1-B3

The following scenarios involve decision making. Please read them carefully and answer the questions. 

1. Think about this: “I want more money.” How could I get more money? Try to list eight possible solutions.

2. You’ve bought a $400 ticket to watch a famous musical. When you arrive at the theatre, you discover that 
you’ve lost your ticket. You’ve forgotten your seat number and you cannot prove to the theatre staff that you have 
bought a ticket. In this situation, will you spend another $400 to buy a new ticket? Why

SELF-ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST YES NO
I have expressed my thinking clearly and concisely. 

I have analyzed my ideas. 

I have made my decisions based on my values. 

I have made decisions easily. 
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ACTIVITY 3
SD1-B3

Pair work. Answer the questions and discuss them with a partner. 

1. Are you good at making decisions? Is it easy or difficult for you? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

2. How do you make decisions?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

3. Most of the time, are you a thoughtful decision maker? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

4. What decisions do you make each day? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

5. Which decisions are important/unimportant to your partner? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

6. Which decisions are important/unimportant to you? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

PORTFOLIO 

See 

Appendix 1
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Development Activities

Read the story and answer the questions below. 

The alarm goes off, bringing Mike out of dreams to the reality of another school day in eighth grade. Ugh--
the day of the math test, course registration day, and his speech in English class. "If I didn't brush my teeth 
or wash my face, I would have two more minutes in bed," Mike thought. But then he changed his mind, 

thinking about what he would be doing that day. "This one won't make it with the kids in my class; this one won't 
please my English teacher who is judging my speech; this one won't pass my mother in the kitchen; but then this 
one might please them all." So it went, as he brushed his hair on the way to the kitchen.

If he didn't take time to eat anything, he would have some extra time to look over his math notes before his test. 
But he knew he never thought very well when his stomach was growling, so he grabbed some toast and orange 
juice before leaving for school.

This test would make the difference between a C or a B for this semester, but he hadn't thought about that too much 
when he had time to study. Some of the questions were fairly easy. Some, he found, were tricky. Pete, the "brain" 
of the class, was sitting across the aisle from him and his paper was exposed. Mike could see Pete's answer to that 
fourth problem, but looked away and continued working on it himself. Oh well...he'll get the grade he deserved.

During his free time he decided to go to the counselor, instead of meeting with his friends. He had to make up his 
mind whether he would take shop next year or French. He had to decide by fifth time when he would be handing 
in his course registration, otherwise it would be harder if he waited to take it in the tenth grade. The counselor told 
him that the decision was up to him. Ya, gee... always up to me! He already had a heavy academic load for next 
year, so he thought he would take the shop course.

Thinking that most of his decisions for the day were over, he went to English class, getting into the mood for his 
speech on drugs and teenagers. He had worked hard on it and had practiced on every member of his family. Then 
Miss Carroll announced that there was only time for three of the four speeches. She asked who would rather wait 
until tomorrow. If Mike did, he would have still more time to practice, but if he didn't he would worry about it that 
night. He told Miss Carroll he would like to give it that day.

At noon, some of his buddies wanted him to go to the park with them during lunch. Some others wanted him to 
play on the softball team. He wanted to do both, but he wanted to play softball more. He hoped he hadn't made 
his other friends mad.

When school was off he knew he had a science quiz the next day, a social studies report due in two days, and an 
invitation to play tennis with Bob, a great player, after school. He had promised his mother he would clean the 
garage and practice his trumpet this day. So what was he going to do? Which was more important?

After dinner, he had a phone call from his friend, Frank, asking him to go to the baseball game on Saturday. He 
had already told his Dad he would go fishing at the cabin. His Dad didn't have many weekends free, but he wasn’t 

ACTIVITY 4
SD1-B3
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always asked to the baseball game either. He told Frank he’d let him know.

Two hours left before bed. His favorite TV program was on, and he had that quiz tomorrow. Could he get by in 
science without studying for the quiz? What would that do to his grade?

At 11 p.m. he fell into bed exhausted from all the things he had to decide during the day. He thought of those 
waiting for him tomorrow. Life was just one decision after another.

I.  Mark the decisions that are almost automatic "A."

II. Mark the 5 most important (critical) decisions "C."

1
To get out of bed

2
To brush his teeth 
and wash his face

3
What shirt to wear

4
Whether to eat 

anything for 
breakfast

5
To go to class, or 
school, that day

6
To cheat on his 

math test
7

How to spend his free 
time

8
To take shop or 

French next year

9
To back out of giving 
his speech in English

10
To go to the park or 
play softball during 

lunch

11
To play tennis 

after school, or 
clean the garage 
and practice the 

trumpet

12
To go to the baseball 
game with Frank or 

fishing with his father

13
To watch the TV 

program or study 
for his science test

14
To watch the TV 

program and stay up 
longer studying

15
To go to bed

Were any of these decisions more important than others? Why?
What determines when a decision is important or critical?
What are the 5 most important decisions?

1. Growling: To emit a low guttural sound or utterance.
2. Grab: A sudden, quick grasp or snatch.
3. Aisle: A walkway between or along sections of seats in a theater, classroom, or the like.

GLOSSARY

To decide or hang loose
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ACTIVITY 5
SD1-B3

Read the information. Discuss it with your classmates. 

Decision making
We make decisions every day; some of them are little and a few big ones. A lot of these decisions are made wi-
thout much thought. For example, when you want a sandwich, you have to decide if it will be with mustard, ham, 
cheese, or whatever. The choice you make probably won't make much difference in your life or to anyone else.

Sometimes you make more important decisions. You may decide to save to buy a car. Then you look at the diffe-
rent kinds of cars to see which one you like and are willing to save for. These decisions require more thought. You 
look at a situation, decide things you might do, and then decide what you will do.

Decision making and values 
Decision making is based on values, goals, needs, and priorities. All of us are influenced daily by our values. We 
are aware of some values, but others have been learned at such an early age that we do not recognize we are be-
having according to them. In working with others, it is important to be aware of their values and our own. It is the 
first step toward making a decision that will reflect well on ourselves and also be right for the other person. They 
guide the way we act and feel about certain things, situations, and people. 

Decision making process 
1. Recognize a decision needs to be made
2. Gather information
3. Identify alternatives
4. Examine potential alternative
5. Consider personal values and goals
6. Make the decision
7. Evaluate the outcome

Steps in the Decision Making Process
I. Identify the problem. This first step is important to critically analyze the real issue at hand. Many times deci-
sions become confusing because we ignore to complete this first important step: what is the real issue or concern?

Situation
Ana has been trying to make a decision about her post-high school education. She has been accepted 

in the engineering program at Johnson College, a school six hours from her home. Ana has never been 
away from home. She has visited Johnson and she is impressed with the program. She has not confirmed 

her acceptance into the program. Ana is concerned that the school is six hours away.

What is the problem?
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II. Brainstorm for all possible solutions. It allows for all possible alternatives to be considered; even though 
some options may seem foolish, they may generate workable ideas. Remember in brainstorming there are no right 
and wrong answers.

One of the most important skills in decision making is the ability to think of many ways to solve a problem. The 
more possibilities a person can find, the better the chance of a good decision. It is very rare that the first solution 
a person thinks of is the best alternative.

In addition, the mind has a tendency to put up artificial barriers or limits which can make it difficult to see new 
possibilities.

Brainstorm solutions to Ana's problem. 

III. Evaluate the positive and negative consequences of each solution. Serious consideration must be given to 
each identified solution. The consequences for the decision maker, other people, and society as a whole must be 
considered.

Evaluating the consequences of each solution helps in the next step of selecting the solution.

Come up with alternatives, and then decide whether they are acceptable or unacceptable. 
Explain your answers. 

A: Acceptable
U: Unacceptable

Situation Alternative A U Reason

You know that your best 
friend is "cheating" on his/her 
Physics project. You feel this 

is unfair, but you don't want to 
lose his/her friendship.

You are going with a boy or 
girl that your parents can't 
stand. They will not like it 
if you keep him or her as a 

friend.
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Friday night is the big game 
with your school's rival. It is 
also your cousin's wedding. 

You want to go to both.

Jane's parents want her to go 
to summer school to improve 
her algebra grade. Jane's boss 
at the store wants her to work 

there this summer.

What makes an alternative unacceptable to you? 
Do all your classmates feel the same way? 
Why would an alternative be unacceptable to one person and acceptable to another?

IV. Select the solution. This step involves actually making the decision and creating a plan of action. Also, you 
need to decide which plan to follow. It is often important to justify your decision with adequate and reliable 
reasons. 

V. Take the responsibility for the decision. It allows the opportunity to evaluate the decision and use these 
findings in making future decisions. 
   
In reflecting and evaluating your decision, some questions you may want to ask yourself are listed below. 

YES   /   NO
______ 1. Is this solution a good one?
______ 2. Do I have facts to support my decision?
______ 3. Are my sources of information reliable? Think why.
______ 4. Do I have enough relevant information to justify my decision?
______ 5. Will the consequences of my solution or action be for the well-being of   
                 myself and others?

a. What if everyone acted this way?
b. If I were the people around me, how would I feel about this solution?
c. Would I do this same thing in a new or another situation? Why or why not?

PORTFOLIO 

See 

Appendix 2
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Company name: _____________________________________________
Agenda for business meeting

1. Capital
• a bank loan of $20,000 at 15% interest
• an overdraft facility for $30,000 at 23%
• venture capital of $50,000 in return for 
49% of the company

5. Transport
• a 15-year-old scooter
• a new mountain bike
• a one-year bus pass

2. Positioning
• quality and fast service at high prices
• low prices but slow service
• reasonably fast service at medium prices

6. Consultant
• a friend who is a lawyer
• a friend who is an accountant
• a friend who was president of the Chamber of 
Commerce 20 years ago

3. Staff
• a student from your local business school 
will work for nothing for 3 months
• a relative will do 5 hours/week 
administrative work for nothing
• an unemployed friend  will work
8 hours/day for food and lodging

7. Sales literature
• a website
• 500 brochures
• 10,000 fliers

4. Premises
• a tiny office in a new building in the city 
centre $750/month
• two rooms above a café near the bus 
station $400/month
• a relative’s garage in the suburbs  free, 
but no AC

8. Advertising
• a full-page advert in the local baseball club
magazine
• five 15-second spots per day for one week
on local radio
• a 5cm advert on a page of a famous magazine 
for six months

Group work. You and your partners are starting a new business ______________. Hold a meeting to decide on one 
solution only for each item on the agenda below. Explain your choices. 

ACTIVITY 6
SD1-B3
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Decisions: 

1. ________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

2.________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

3. ________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

4.________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

5. ________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

6. ________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

7. ________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

8.________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________
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Peer evaluation checklist
Tick the skills your partner demonstrated during the activity. 

 
              My partner listened attentively to others. 

      My partner took turns. 

               My partner showed respect for alternative points of view. 

      My partner analyzed ideas of others. 

               My partner stayed on topic.

Complete the chart. Read the information that follows. 

Group decision making

Advantages Disadvantages

ACTIVITY 7
SD1-B3
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ACTIVITY 8
SD1-B3

Group decision making is a process in which multiple individuals act collectively, 
analyze problems or situations, consider and evaluate alternative courses of action, and 
select from among the alternatives a solution or solutions. The number of people invol-
ved in group decision-making varies greatly, but often ranges from two to seven. Deci-
sion making groups may be relatively informal in nature, or formally designated with a 
specific goal. The external events faced by groups such as time pressure and conflicting 
goals impact the development and effectiveness of decision making groups.

Situation

A Mexican store that specializes in beauty products has been suffering a significant decline in sales du-
ring the past year.  Management is unsure about the cause(s) of this loss except that it may be attributed 
to more aggressive marketing by its competitors (large numbers of direct-mail advertisements, more ad 

space in the newspapers, more costly window displays, etc.).  Because the store is unable to find additio-
nal funds for marketing, its management has decided to find new ways to increase the store’s marketing 
efforts without spending more money. Your team has been brought in as consultants to assist in increa-

sing the store’s sales.  How is this to be done? 
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Directions: 
1. Brainstorm individually as many possible solutions you can think of.
2. Form groups of three or four.  Share ideas and brainstorm additional solutions. 
3. The criteria may include feasibility, complexity, cost, human factors, timing,  quality, resources required, safe-
ty, and any other pertinent factors.
4. All members should discuss and evaluate their ideas and select the most  workable one or combination of 
them.
5. Reflect your final decision in a cardboard. Present it to the class. 

SELF-ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST YES NO
I participated in all group activities.

I listened carefully to what my group members were saying.

I did my fair share of the work.

I treated my group members respectfully, even when I disagreed with them.
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Closing Activities

Complete the "Think ahead” exercise. Use the decision making information you learned before. 

1. Write the name of the job you think you might like to do someday.
__________________________________________________________________________________________

2. List some things you would need to do the job.
__________________________________________________________________________________________

3. Will this job be necessary to society 5 years from now?
__________________________________________________________________________________________

4. List the school subjects that will help you to be successful in the job you selected.

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

5. List the special training or special education that will be required in the job you have selected.

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

6. List five jobs that are related to the job you selected (same field of interest). 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

7. Rank in order the jobs you listed in number 6 according to your own interests. Number 1 would be the most 
interesting and number 5 the least interesting.

1. ________________________________________________________________________________________
2. ________________________________________________________________________________________
3. ________________________________________________________________________________________
4. ________________________________________________________________________________________
5. ________________________________________________________________________________________

ACTIVITY 9
SD1-B3

PORTFOLIO 

See 

Appendix 3
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Use the chart below to work on a family decision that needs action within the next week.

State the decision to be made:

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

ALTERNATIVES ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES PROBABLE OUTCOMES

1.

   

2.

   

3.

   

4.

   

ACTIVITY 10
SD1-B3
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Pair work. Read the scenario, and then complete the information to describe what you would do if you were 
placed in this situation. 

SCENARIO: You are a freshman and an only child whose parents have demanding careers and little time 
to spend at home. You are left home alone a lot and have friends over for parties all the time. The parties can 
sometimes get out of hand, but so far you have not been caught. Recently, your friends have challenged you to 
take them for a ride in your parent’s car but you don’t have your license yet. However, you’d like to do it.

DEFINE THE PROBLEM: _______________________________________________________________

EXPLORE THE ALTERNATIVES:

• __________________________________________________________________________________

• __________________________________________________________________________________

• __________________________________________________________________________________

• __________________________________________________________________________________

CONSIDER THE CONSEQUENCES:

• __________________________________________________________________________________

• __________________________________________________________________________________

• __________________________________________________________________________________

• __________________________________________________________________________________

 
IDENTIFY YOUR VALUES:

• __________________________________________________________________________________

• __________________________________________________________________________________

• __________________________________________________________________________________

DECIDE & ACT: What would be your decision? _________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

EVALUATE THE RESULTS: 
How did the decision work out? How did it affect your life? How has it affected others? What did you learn? 
Would you have done anything differently?

_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

ACTIVITY 11
SD1-B3
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Define the question: ______________________________________________                                  
(What is the question you are trying to answer? 

Advantages Disadvantages

Complete the following information. 

 I. Define the question: What are you trying to decide? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Research the facts: Research your options in order to make a decision based on facts. 

 
II. Compare the pros and cons for each option 
Complete the decision making chart.

ACTIVITY 12
SD1-B3
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III. Decide 
 Choose the option with the greatest number of pros. 

I choose this option: 

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

IV. Take action 
Put your decision into action.

Here is the action I am going to take:

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

V. Check back 
Are you satisfied with the outcome? Do any adjustments or changes need to be made? 

How did my decision work out? 

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

PORTFOLIO 

See 

Appendix 4
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Evaluation of block 3

Organize in groups of 4 and answer the next questions.  
Elaborate a poster with the information gathered. Present your choices to the rest of the group. 

This Land is your Land

You have the opportunity to create your own country; in order to do it analyze the information below and come 
up with creative answers. 

1. Your country needs a name, and a slogan that sums up what it stands for Example: America: Land of 
the Free.

2. What type of government do you have? Democracy (rule by the people), Dictatorship (one absolute ru-
ler), or other. Elect a leader and some officials.

3. Define a few of your laws.

4. Design a Flag, with symbols that represent what you believe in.

5. Draw a picture of your money. Whose face is on it, and why?

6. Choose an animal to be your mascot. What attributes does it have that represent your country?

7. What language do you speak? How do you say hello and goodbye? What other words are special to your 
people?

9. What kind of clothes do you wear to special occasions? Design a representative outfit for your leader to 
wear.

10. Create a holiday to celebrate your country. Describe and explain your party traditions. 
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INTEGRATING ACTIVITY

Team activity

• Get in groups of 5 or 6. 
• Investigate about “Good/Bad Decisions in History” and choose one topic.  
• Prepare the presentation. 
• Present the information to your classmates. 

EVALUATION RUBRIC

Use the following rubric to evaluate your project. 

CATEGORY 4 3 2 1

Preparedness
Student is completely 
prepared and has 
obviously rehearsed.

Student seems pretty 
prepared but might 
have needed a couple 
more rehearsals.

The student is 
somewhat prepared, 
but it is clear that 
rehearsal was 
lacking.

Student does not 
seem at all prepared 
to present.

Enthusiasm

Facial expressions 
and body language 
generate a strong 
interest and 
enthusiasm about the 
topic in others.

Facial expressions 
and body language 
sometimes generate 
a strong interest and 
enthusiasm about the 
topic in others.

Facial expressions 
and body language 
are used to try to 
generate enthusiasm, 
but seem somewhat 
faked.

Very little use of 
facial expressions or 
body language. Did 
not generate much 
interest in topic being 
presented.

Speaks Clearly

Speaks clearly and 
distinctly all (100-
95%) the time, and 
mispronounces no 
words.

Speaks clearly and 
distinctly all (100-
95%) the time, but 
mispronounces one 
word.

Speaks clearly and 
distinctly most ( 
94-85%) of the time. 
Mispronounces no 
more than one word.

Often mumbles 
or can not be 
understood OR 
mispronounces more 
than one word.

Content
Shows a full 
understanding of the 
topic.

Shows a good 
understanding of the 
topic.

Shows a good 
understanding of 
parts of the topic.

Does not seem to 
understand the topic 
very well.

Vocabulary

Uses vocabulary 
appropriate for the 
audience. Extends 
audience vocabulary 
by defining words 
that might be new to 
most of the audience.

Uses vocabulary 
appropriate for the 
audience. Includes 
1-2 words that might 
be new to most of the 
audience, but does 
not define them.

Uses vocabulary 
appropriate for the 
audience. Does 
not include any 
vocabulary that 
might be new to the 
audience.

Uses several (5 or 
more) words or 
phrases that are not 
understood by the 
audience.
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Porfolio

block 1

PORTFOLIO OF EVIDENCE
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APPENDIX 1  PORTFOLIO 
Block I Didactic Sequence 2

Search for the words below. 

Meetings vocabulary

DATE        HANDSHAKE        CHAIRS         WHITEBOARD
TIME        COLLEAGUES       PROJECTOR      MARKER

CALENDAR    PRESENTATION     SLIDES         CLIPBOARD
DIARY       PRESENTER        OHP            FLICHART

MEET        TABLES           POWERPOINT     HANDOUT

Word search from www.esolcourses.com
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APPENDIX 2 PORTFOLIO 
Block I Didactic Sequence 2

Write either the meaning or the example for each word. 

Word 
Part of speech Meaning Example Sentence

absent 
adj

not present

accomplish 
verb We have a lot to accomplish today, so let's begin.

address 
verb

deal with; speak on

adjourn 
verb

If there are no further comments, we will adjourn the 
meeting here.

agenda 
noun Please forward the agenda to anyone who is speaking at 

the meeting.

AGM 
noun(abbr.)

Annual (yearly) General 
Meeting

allocate 
verb I forgot to allocate someone to bring refreshments.

AOB 
noun (abbr.)

Any Other Business 
(unspecified item on agenda)

apologies 
noun

item on agenda announcing 
people who are absent; 
apologies for absence

ballot 
noun

a type of vote, usually in 
writing and usually secret
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closing remarks

noun

last thoughts spoken in a 
meeting

unanimous 

adj

The vote was unanimous to cut work hours on Fridays. 

APPENDIX 3 PORTFOLIO 
Block I Didactic Sequence 2

Attending Meetings

Fill in the missing information using the words from the box.

presentation      chairs        time        handshake       colleagues         marker   
   slides        whiteboard       diary        tables      projector       handout

1. When business people meet for the first time, they greet with a _________________.

2. There are twenty staff members attending the meeting this morning. Make sure that we have enough 
______________ for everyone in the room.

3. The teacher is writing some sentences on the ____________________. 

4. We usually watch a movie or video clip using a __________________ in the classroom.

5. The people you work with are your ___________________. 

6. The secretary writes down important dates in her ______________. 

7. Is there a clock in this room? I need to know what the ___________ is.  

8. My teacher usually writes on the board using either a black or blue ____________.

9. Don’t worry, if you didn’t manage to copy the points on the ____________, I will give you a 
_______________ at the end of the ___________________. 

10. There are about twelve big ______________ in my classroom. My teacher has her own desk.
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APPENDIX 4  PORTFOLIO 
Block I Didactic Sequence 2

Create the agenda for a business meeting. 
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APPENDIX 5 PORTFOLIO 
Block I Didactic Sequence 2

Create the minutes of a meeting. 
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APPENDIX 1  PORTFOLIO 
Block II Didactic Sequence 1

Negotiation preparation worksheet

YOURS THEIRS

INTERESTS (Why you want 
what you want) 

OPTIONS (Responsive to 
interests and part of the negotiation 

discussion; choices on the table) 

OBJECTIVE 
INFORMATION (Relevant 

standards, laws, etc. used to 
persuade)

BATNA (Choices away from the 
table)

RELATIONSHIP (Desire for 
future/ongoing) 
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APPENDIX 2  PORTFOLIO 
Block II Didactic Sequence 2

Read the following sentences and choose the best answer.

1. It took over five hours of negotiating for the parties to come to a ________.

a) hostility               b) bottom-line       c) consensus       d) indecisive.

2 . It was a _______ decision to settle our differences out of court.

a) flexible            b) mutual              c) unrealistic        d) victorious

3. One _______ that always works is to ask your counterpart to speak first.

a) tactic                  b) bargain            c) resistance        d) tension

4. We would have more _______ if we had some more recent statistics to use.

a) haggling             b) concession      c) impulse            d) leverage

5. They were _______to our proposal until we made our last demand.

a) hostility               b) receptive         c) resistance        d) tension

6. We were _______ over prices all afternoon.

a) misleading          b) conflict            c) dispute             d) haggling

7. I wasn't expecting our opponents to _______ so quickly.

a) amplify                b) yield           c) counterproposal         d) arbitration

8. When I _______ dominated the client about their promise they agreed to honor it.

a) log-rolled             b) entitled           c) confronted        d) dominated

9. If that is your only _______ I would be happy to concede.

a) pressure              b) objective         c) victory              d) cooperation

10. Within ten minutes the negotiations had already ended in a________.

a) deadlock              b) counterpart     c) collective         d) bottom-line.
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APPENDIX 3  PORTFOLIO 
Block II Didactic Sequence 2

Which of the following scripts are useful and positive? Which should be avoided? Suggest reasons why and then 
compare your ideas with your classmates. 

1. I can see that you seem perturbed by what I’m saying. 

2. Let’s both work together here. I’d like your support. 

3. Mr. Williams, your argument is incomplete. Have you thought of the consequences of a large price rise? 

4. That’s an interesting point, let me just come back to you with a question, if I may.

5. That’s a most interesting proposition. I think that with adjustments we might be able to get somewhere. 
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APPENDIX 1  PORTFOLIO 
Block III Didactic Sequence 1

Complete these conditional sentences.

What if...

If you were the boss of your
company, …?

I would be more polite.

If you could change one thing
about your office, …?

I would 

If you were asked to work extra
hours for no extra pay, …?

I would 

If you had the option to work from
home, …?

I would 

If you were offered a job at a rival
company, …?

I would 

If you were offered the chance to
work in another country, …?

I would 

If you accidentally opened your
boss’ private e-mail folder, …?

I would 

If you could have any job in the
world, …?

I would 

If you could wear whatever you
wanted to work, …?

I would 
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APPENDIX 2  PORTFOLIO 
Block III Didactic Sequence 1

THE STORY OF YOUR PEOPLE

     You live on a beautiful, sunny island, with great beaches and green mountains and fruit growing on trees 
everywhere. There are “all you can eat” fruit buffets every breakfast, lunch, and dinner. There’s no school or work, 
and everyone just sits around all day and smiles at each other. There is never any war.

     You can always hear the birds singing, since the government banned all noise except what’s natural. There are 
no blaring car horns, because there are no cars. There are no screaming guitars or poetic rappers or off-key karaoke 
singers, because music is no longer allowed. Neither is talking, in order to make sure no one says anything hurtful 
or politically incorrect. There’s one leader and everyone does what she says, or else they disappear and are never 
seen again. It’s easy to be happy, as long as you stay in your seat, don’t make noise, and remember to smile.

CHOICE CONSEQUENCES

PROS CONS
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APPENDIX 3 PORTFOLIO 
Block III Didactic Sequence 1

Making choices

You get invited to a party; most of your friends also got invited, but your best friend was left out, on purpose.
What would you do?

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

You have to bring home a letter from your teacher about a bad grade, which needs to be signed by a parent; you 
think about forging a signature.
What would you do?

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Your friends, (including someone you have a crush on) start smoking, which they think makes them “grown up.”
What would you do?

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________
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APPENDIX 4  PORTFOLIO 
Block III Didactic Sequence 1

SCENARIO: Your friends are bullying someone at school. You used to be friends with the person that is being 
bullied. You want to stand up to your friends because you feel bad, but you realize that they will probably not 
take that very well.

DEFINE THE PROBLEM: _______________________________________________________________

EXPLORE THE ALTERNATIVES:

• __________________________________________________________________________________

• __________________________________________________________________________________

• __________________________________________________________________________________

• __________________________________________________________________________________

CONSIDER THE CONSEQUENCES:

• __________________________________________________________________________________

• __________________________________________________________________________________

• __________________________________________________________________________________

• __________________________________________________________________________________

 
IDENTIFY YOUR VALUES:

• __________________________________________________________________________________

• __________________________________________________________________________________

• __________________________________________________________________________________

DECIDE & ACT: : What would your decision be? ________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

EVALUATE THE RESULTS: 
How did the decision work out? How did it affect your life? How has it affected others? What did you learn? 
Would you have done anything differently?

_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
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